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FOREWORD4 ' The development of contemporary instrument making has reached such a

level that still another group of instruments has been added to the pro-

cisio, instruments designed for geodesy -- gyroscopic instruments for deter-
mining the direction of geographic meridians. These instruments have various
names, such as, "meridian definer," "surveying gyroscopic compass," "land
gyroscopic compass," and others. In connection with the wide use in
recent years of gyroscopic instruments for determining the direction of
geographic meridians in geodetic work, a name has been settled for these
instruments, gyrotheodolite, as an organic combination of gyroscopic
measuring instrument with the theodolite indicating system. Gyroscopic
compasses which permit the determination of geographic azimuths on a
fixed base are combined under this name in the book. Working features of
gyrotheodolites are high accuracy of determination of the direction of
geographic meridians in a relatively short time, independently of natural

t. and meteorological conditions and at any time of yetr and day. In other
words, the gyrotheodolite method of finding the direction of north isIl, autonomous and an all-weather method. This feature determines varied
practical uses of gyrotheodolite measurements. Figure 1 shows schematical-
ly se',eral technical fields in which, at the present time, gyrotheodolites
are used. It should be noted that industrial use of gyrotheodolites has
occurred only in the last few years; however, the first results showk prospects for a wide range of uses for them.

The elaboration of the theoretical basis of gyrotheodolites is insep-
arably linked with the names of leading Soviet and foreign scientists.

The introduction of these instruments into practical measurement work

and their specific constructive design was assisted to a significant
degree by the work of the Soviet scientists V. N. Lavrov, D. N. Ogloblin,
I. B. Zhitomirskiy, Yu. S. Jukovatyy, V. M. Nazarov, A. I. Makarov, N. N.
Voronkov, F. A. Sunishin, and foreigners 0. Rellensman, G. R. Shvendener,
D. Lyuderer, Yu. Merkel', F. Pustay, F. Khalmosh.

Several main designs underlie the constructive basis of gyrotheodolites.
The most exploited has been the pendulum gyrotheodol ite, in which the
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S| .Figure 1. Alternative possible usesof gyrotheodolites

Determination of the azimuths of
- .lines during construction of a sub-

way, in mine shafts, mountain excav-

ations.

Determination of directions during7 • •the planning of streets, railroad
lines, canals, electric power trans-
mission lines, pipelines, airport
runways.

I Azimuth control in surveys, azimuth-
al tying in of aerial photographs,
directional control in large-scale
mechanical engineering ana shipbuild-
ing.
Measurement of magnetic declination,
determination of magnetic anomalies,

* I azimuth control of points int geo-
"physical determinations.

Orientation of radio direction find-
i er and television antennas, radio

range beacons, optical communication
~ q channels.

Control and orientation of navigation-
al aids of airports and aircraft.

* Azimuthal control of battle form-
ations of troops, aiming of ballistic
missiles.
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center of gravlty of the gyroscope rotor has been shifted downwards. A less-
or developlmont is foumn in the practical design of two-degrees-of-freedom
gyrotheodolites. There Lre several designs of instruments using a spherical
gyroscope, but only laboratory models of gyrostabilized platforms are
known, working like the gyrocompass, but of little accuracy. These
designs are developed on the basis of the rotary gyroscope. In recent
years, a differoAt principle has been used for the purpose of finding the
direction of geographical meridians, specifically, instruments with
vibrating gyroscope and circular laser configurations. A scheme for develop-
ment of modern gyrotheodolites is shown in Figure 2.

At the present time, more than fifty types of different gyroscopic in.
struments for determining the direction of geographical meridians on a fixed
basa are known. However, accounts of the principles of design and con-
struction of these instruments, as well as the methods for working with
them, may be found only in technical descriptions of these instruments,
and, partially, in journal articles. The absence of first-hand information
on gyrotheodolites in collections, and of methods for working with them, hin-
ders the introduction of this progressive method into geodetic practice.

This attempt to systematize the uncoordinated information on gyro-
theodolites and methods of working with them is offered to the reader's

,• attention.

In setting forth the principles of operation and the functional con-
nect.ions of the various gyrotheodolite systems, attention is principally
directed to the physical processes taking place in the instrument. Setting
forth such material permits geodesist readers to use the book without a
preliminary study of special literature. Together with this, the first
chapter presents some information on the theory of gyroscopes, which helps
in a deeper understanding of the physical phenomena taking place in
gyrotheodolites.

Along with widely distributed gyrotheodolites, the book considers
those which•, at the present time, have not gone beyond the walls of re-
search laboratories. This is necessary so that the reader himself may
envision possibile directions for the development of gyrotheodolites.

A considerable part of the book is devoted to measurements with
gyrotheodolites, methods of appraising tte quality of the work of the in-
strument, and its errors. Here, too, are considered questions connected
with automation of measurement, distant transmission of the results ofgmeasurements, and the possibility of constructing gyrotheodolites with
aperiodic transitional processes and without introduction of a constant
correction. The appendix includes tables in which are collected informa-
tion on known gyrotheodolites.

The first paragraph of the third chapter of the book was written by
B.I. Morozov, at the author's request.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO Th1. GYROSCOPE

Sectiec 1. Some Information from Mechaaics

11he movement of a gyrcscopic mechanism is the result of the inte,
action of moments of force which act on it, since a gyroscope can have only
angular rotation. We consider the basic situation of mechanical rotary
movement.

"e/A

Fig. 3: Moment of force

Key: a. Moment of force vector e. Centripetal force vector

b. Force vector (F) f. Plane (P)
C. Mass (M) g. Origin (0)
d. Distance (1)

Moment of Force

Let us take an axis SS, to which is attached a point mass m at a dis-
tance 1 (Figure 3). We construct plane "P", perpendicular to axis SS in
such a manner that a lever connecting mass m with axis SS lies on it. We
exert a force F on mass m. This force attempts to displace the mass in the
same direction as it is directed itself. But the mass is connected to
axis SS, which is stopped from linear movement by its bearings. The force
with which the bearings hold the axis also acts on mass a. As a result of
the geometric summation o& force F and force Fp we obtain a resultant which
turns the lever with mass m. It is not difficult to see that the longer



the lever the greater the disnlacement of the mass by one and the ssme
force .* •n the other hrnd, the same effect is attained by increase of
Swhile holding th6 lever constant. Hence the angular movement de-
S",,Y' not only on the action of the force but on the distance between the
&...; of rotation and the placc where the force is applied. This relation

F characterizes the moment of force;

Mu Fl (1)

where it is as3umed that lever 1 is perpendicular to the line of action of
force F (or force vector F). In order that the direction of movement of
the point to which the force is applied may be shown, the moment of force
is shown as a victor. The direction of a moment of force vector is defined
"• the following rule:

The momer.,; of force vector is directed along the axis of rotation in
that direction from where the rotation of lever 1 under t,:e action of force
F appears to b- counterclockwise.

Angular velocity w is represented by the increase in angle A* in an
interval of time At:

(2)SAt

If the angular velocity is constant we may write that

a iant

The angular velocity of all points on a rigid body is the same, but
the linear speed V is a variable dependent )n the distance of the point,
under consideration from the axis of rotation

V u wr. (3)

The angular velocity, l1ke the moment, is shown as a vector, directed
along the axis of rotation in that direction from which the rotation of
the body appears to be counterclockwise.

Angular acceleration c appears when the body does not rotate uniforialy
and we characterize the degree of non-uniformity of this motion:

C = (4)

-7-



The angular ticceler'ation vector is located along the spin axis,

and its direction is detormined by the nature of the chan.- in speed of
rotation. If the spee of rotation inc-eases -- the angulair accelera-
tion vector is 4irected in the same direction as the angialar velocityvector; if the rotation slows down -- the angular acceleration vector is

directed in the opposite direction from the .angular velocity vector.

Moment of Inertia of a Body

There is a measure of the inertia of a body for translational motion

of a mass which is established by the second law of mechanics:

F = ma. (5)

Using this law, we consider the movement of a mass fixed to a bar
and rigidly connected to the spin axis (Fig. 4). We will consider the
bar and the axis to be weightless. Moment M acts directly ca• the axis,
which results in force F "icting on the mass, as determined by the relation

M (6)
r

r "O

Fig. 4: Moment of inertia

Key: a. Moment of inertia vector
b. Force vector
c. M4ass
d. Distance
e. Moment of force vector
f. Angular acceleration vector
g. Kinetic moment vector

S. -8-
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This force imparts a linear (tangent) speed to mass m

Fa- .-•-. (7)

We find the angular acceleration. Proceeding from

V W"a=--- V-(or and e -t,

w*e get
S• a

C ~- (8)

f Then substituting Eq. (6) and (7) in Eq. (8), we get

M (9)

Comparing expression (7) for linear motion with expression (9) for
angular motion, it can be cor:nidered that the measure of inertia for rotary
motion is the expression

I-mr2 , (10)

called the moment of inertia of a body relative to its axis of rotation.
We cite several examples of the expression for the moment of inertia of
some bodies:

For a cylinder of radius R

For a cylindrical ring with outside radius R and inside radius r
/ ( .- .m., (Ir' - ,.-).

For a solid ball of radius R

Kinetic Moment

For translational mution, the product

-V- Q (11)
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is called the quantity of motion. The quantity of motion is represented
by a vector, fixed to mass m and coinciding with the direction of the
linear speed vector. In rotary motion this vector is at a distance r from
the axis of rotation (see Fig. 4). Then, by analogy with the moment of
force, we can find the moment of the quantity of motion of the mass relative
to its axis of rotation. For this the quantity of moticn vector is multi-
plied by the "lever" -- the shortest distance from the axis of rotation.
The product obtained is called the kinetic moment of a body

11= Qr. (12)

Substituting expressions (11) and (2) in (12), we get

H= mr 2w

or

H= 1w. (13)

Consequently, the kinetic moment appears as a vector, whose direction
coincides with the angular speed vector of its own rotation.

Section 2. Equations for Motion of a Solid Body

The motion of a solid body is defined by three basic elements: an
external perturbation (force or moment), its inertia, and that resistance
to motion which the body shows to the external perturbation cited. The
algebraic sun of these elsments is the differential equationr of motion of
a body.

We consider disk 1, suspended on string 2 in a vessel containing a
fluid (Fig. 5, a). We apply moment M. to the disk (this will turn the disk,
twisting the string) and we observe the motion of the disk. The motion of
the disk under the action of the moment begins oniy after overcoming its
inertia, owing to which the body (disk) attempts to retain its position of
rest. The turning of the disk will twist the string, and the arising of a

~ of a moment of torquL -- brakes the motion of the disk. The rotation of the
disk will be hindered by the fluid, creating a moment of fluid friction.

The basic law defining the interaction of a solid body with a moment of
!,orce is the second law of mechanics

M = Ic

or

le - M = 0 t(14)

ýV-10-
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SFig. 5: Solid body on a torsion suspension:

a. Kinematic diagram sb. Grarh of£ the traasitional pro-ses
1.Sldbody (disk)

-1 Solid

2. Torsion aumber

Key: c. Deflection of the system
d. Moment of force
e. Initial deflection'of tOv system
f. Coefficient of relative damping > 1
g. Coefficient of relative dmping a 0.4
h. Coefficient of relative damping - 0
i. Time

In the case being considered, M designates the sun of moments:
external 149, torque K.. va, the moment of fluid friction t4. Since moments
HK am4 14A oppose the motion engendered by the action of moment . A. It is
obvious that they =e opposite in -..gn to muoaent IM.

• -1I-



We substitute in (14) the moments under consideratiQn:

We take into account that c - (0 -" angle through which the disk turns,
S-- second derivative by time of angle V), Mn = K# (m -- angular rigidity

of the twisted string), Mm x c% (c -- damping coefficient).

Substituting the foregcing expressions in (15), we obtain the differen-
tial equation of movement of the disk in fluid

The inertial moment, like the external, is present in the differential
equation of any body having mass.

Moments of resistance c' and RP are distinguishing features of every
system considered and characterize its specific features, the determination of
which is a basic aim of the study of one or another phenomenon, including
the gyroscopic moment phenomenon.

The left part of Eq. (16) defines the interaction of the internal
(prn.er) moments, when a system, having been removed from its state of rest,
is &:,ain returned to this state. This movement is written down in a similar
equation:

6 + ý + K.? =0.
(17)

Eq. (17) is often written down in dimensionless form:

-- + - .O (18)

This equation is often called "le oscillating component, and its
solution is written in the following form (when 9<1):

.o-= ?,, •si.!-- '7:•t--'(19)

when *0 initial deflection of the system;

-12-



- -,-- time constant of the system;

i-= -- relative daemping coefficient;

S-- phase angle;

t •- time.

4raphical solutions of Eq. (19) for various values of t are shown in
Fig. Sb, and are called transition processes, since the process is charac-

I• terized by a transition of the system from one established state ( *=*0 )
to another established state ( 4.0 ). The transition process for ýl is
called aperiodic, for 1>E>0 -- oscillatory damping and for 9=0 -- undamped
oscillation. The latter is mc.t characteristic of the oscillation of the
kinetic moment vector of pendulum Syrotheodolites about the direction of a
geographic meridian. The frequency of oscillation in the transition process
will be

fY for •0O, (20)

for 0<<E<l V----),j1-. :.

The angular velocity wc is also called the proper frequency of the
system; then the period of undamped harmonic oscillation is

(21)

The time during which the oscillating system comes to rest is called
the time for termination of the transition proce3s, and it is found in
equation form as

-•• / (3 ý'-.4)
= •(22)

-13-



Section 3. Gyroscopic Moment

The basis of the structure of a gyroscope is a rapidly rotating
fly wheel which can swing around two perpendicular axes (Fig. 6).
Rotation about the axis of symmetry of the fly wheel (Z) is called
proper rotation; rotation about the other two axes (X and Y) -- the
universal suspension axes -- is called gyroscopic precession. Simul-
taneously, we give the rotor angular velocity w of proper motion and
angular velocity of precession Zy, and we consider elementary mass din,
which will take part in two movements at the same time: with angular
velocity ; and angular velocity of precession Uy. In consequence of

the proper rotation, mass dm has peripheral linear speed Vc=wR, the
magnitude of which remains constant, since the angular velocity and
radius R remain constant. The angular velocity of precession y also
imparts to mass dm linear speed Vn, that is: when mass dm is located
on the positive half-axis Y,the speed V-,=O, since the radius (distance
from axis of rotation to mass) equals zero; when mass dm is situated on
the negative half-ax~s X (owing to its proper rotation), the speed
VW--•iyR; when mass dm is situated on the negative half-axis Y, the speed
V,=O, and when located on the positive half-axis X, the speed Vr-ayR.
Consequently, dcring the action of mass dm at two constant angular
velocities, the directions of whose vectors are mutually perpendicular,
mass dm has a variable linear speed Vn. The change in speed Vn is character-
ized by the change in distance between axis of rotation X and mas-s-dinresuýt-
ing from the rotation of mass 'd with angular velocity w. In accordance with
Eq. (3), it follows from Fig. 4 that speed Vn may be written:

.- ,..i.? -!F . (23)

The change in speed of movpsnt of any ntass, including mass dm, appears
in consequence of the action of a fu'ce on this mass. In accordance with
the second law of inechanics, for the elementary mass under consideration,
the elementary force is defined from the expression:

dF: -. dn•. (24)

where a-Vn -- acceleration of mass dmn.

Differentiating expression (23), we find the acceleration

Co... (25)

where w=*.

Substituting (25) in (24) we find

t( 24 t)

-14-
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I Fig. 6: Rapidly spinning rotor on a universal suspension

IKey: a. Z axis
-, b. Angular velocity vector

c. Angular velocity of precession vectorI. d. force differential
e. Linear speed vector

- f. Radius
g. Disk angle of rottion

Sh. Mass
i. Gyroscopic moment vector
j, X axis
k. Y axis
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From (24') and (23) it follows that, betweon the force applied to
mass dm and the speed with whic" it moves under the action of the force,
a displacement in phase equal to -T takes place, the speed "retiring" from
the force.

An elementary force applied to mass dm generates, relative to the

universal suspension axes X and Y, elementary moments

d01,- 2dFi! "si ?.

d,.-.. 2dPR cos ?.

Let us Imagine that the mass of the rotating fly wheel is distributed
uniformly in a thin ring. Then elementary mass dm can be represented in
the form

dil--- d.

Substituting the express. for elementary :.jzce (24') and elementary
mass in the equations for the elementary moments and then integrating the
expressions obtained for one revolution of the rotor, we will have:

. t,. :-- .< . ' j (26)

The result obtained establishes the correlation between angular
velocity (w,) and the moment (Mx): if an external moment acts on the gyro-
scope along'axis X, angular velocity of precession wy arises along axis Y
and, the other way around, if axis Y has an angular velocity of precession

t here arises along axis X a moment of gyroscopic reaction Mx = M-
is called the gyroscopic moment).

This conclusion appears in consequence of the consideration of the pe-
ripheral speed Vrn arising in the body and participating simultaneously in
two rotations, the angular velocity vectors of which are perpondicular.

Taking into consideration Eq. (10), (13) and (26),

magnitude of the gyroscopic moment may be written in the ioi;:wing form:

M =,= 24"y. (26')

where H -- kinetic moment of the gyroscope.

The gyroscopic moment appears as a vector and is generally defiued
by the vector product:

Air ×HX (26")

-16-
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Then its magnitude (modulus)

M, Htw, sln (H, o)

Vector W- is directed perpeAidicular to the plane formed by vectors
- LI and wy, in that direction from which superposition of vector 1I on vector

i y by the shortest distance appears to be a counterclockwise movement.

The action of an external moment leads to the appeazance of mi angular
velocity of precession

The vector of th-.s angular velocity is directed perpendicular to the
plane formed by vectors H and M , and in that direction from which super-position of vector H on vector 4-H' by the shortest distance appears to be a

counterclockwise movement.

Section 4. A Gyroscope under the Action of Eixternal Moments

SLet us consider a gyroscope, to the interior gimbal of which is applied
external moment MB5 (Fig. 7, a). In accordance with the equation for the
gyroscopic moment, an angular velocity of precession wnp appears on the
gyroscope, directed along the axis of the exterior gimbal. The reaction of

Egyroscope to this agular velocity of precession will be the gyroscopic
moment Mr, directed along the axis of the interior gimbal in the oppozite
direction from moment MBHN

The angular velocity of precession

wP= -H

then the gyroscopic moment

or
Hr4:

Consequently, the gyroscopic moment is equw ! in magnitude to the
external moment. But, since these moments have opposite directions, the
gyroscopic mowuz fully compensates for the external moment and the interior
gimbal pTroves to be free from its action.

-17-
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Fig. 7: Action of an external moment on a gyroscopc

Key: a. Fig. 7a
b. Fig'. 7b
c. Angular velocity of precession
d. External moment on the exterior gimbal
e. Gyroscope kinetic moment vector
f. Gyroscopic moment
g. Moment of gyroscopic reaction

A stabilizing property of a gyroscope is manifested by the phenomenon
under consideration. The stabilization of the interior gimbal requires an
expenditure of energy. This energy is generated in the gyroscope at the
expense of the precession of the exterior gimbal. Consequently, stabiliza-
tion of the interior gimbal is accomplished at the expense of exterior
precession.

Under the action of an external mument Mg on the exterior gimbal
(see Fig. 7, b), precession of the interior gimbal takes place,
as a consequence of which the gyroscopic moment appears, which compensates
for the external moaent. Consequently, the mechanism by which stabiliza-
tion is generated is the same as in the preceding case, only this tine
stabilization of the external giabal is accomplished at the expense of
precession of the interior.

-la-
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However, this uniformity hides a definite difference in the
stabilization of the external moments. During action of an external
moment on the axis of the interior gimbal its 3tabilization will be con-
tinued independent of time. Stabilization of the exterior gimbal will be
continued only in the course of that time which is necessary for the turn-
ing of the interior gimbal through an angle of 2. By the turning of the

interior gimbal to an angle of -the axis of the gyroscope rotor coincides

with the axis of the exterior gimbal, resulting in the loss of one degree
of fr.eedom (by means of superposition of the axes). And along with
this -- a loss of stability of the gyroscope. In this case, the gyroscope
begins to behave like a solid body; that is, it acquires a rotation in the
direction of the external moment epplied to the exterior gimbal.

From this consideration it follows that, practically, it is necessary
to avoid - longitudinal application of a moment to the exterior gimbal,
if steps are not taken before hand to eliminate the coincidence of the
rotor axis with the axis of the exterior gimbal.

Considering the interaction of the gyroscope with external moments,
it is advisable to give some attention to the "external" moments themselves.
Only for an ideal gyroscope can it be considered that there is an absence
of external moments on the suspension axes. In practical designs there is
always a cause for the arising of a force located on some "lever:' of the
axes of rotation of the gyroscope suspension. Consequently, there is always
an "external" moment on the suspension axes of a gyroscope: from the force
of friction in the bearings, from imbalance, from the action of current
supply mechanisms, and others. These morents must bo considered, since in
many cases they determine the accu-acy of operation of gyroscopic equipment.
By selection of designs and technology of manufacture, the total harmful
moment in contemporary gyrotheoriolit6s has been decreased to a magnitudeF 6n the order of 10 6 g-cm.

Section 5. Fquations for Gyroscopic Motion

The use of a gyroscope as a measuring instrument consists of
determining the direction of the spin axis of its rotor compared to a direc-
tion ccnnected with the earth. In view of the fact that the spin axis of an
ideal gyroscope remains unchanging in itr direction compared with the stars,
it will appear to an observer standing on the earth that the spin axis of
the gyroscope shifts.

To insure the measuring function on 5arth, a gyroscope is equipped with
supplementary mechanisms (adjusting systems). As a result, it is proved
that the direetion which is found with the help of a gyroscope is the
direction of the dynamic equilibrium of the kinetic moment vector , deter-
mined from the differential equation of motion.

-19-



The gyroscope, in distinction from the systea with .one degree of
freedom considered in Fig. 5, has three degrees of freedom, of which two
determine the position of the spin axis of the gyroscope rotor, and the
third defines the proper rotation. The first two degrees of freedom, con-
netted with rotation of the gyroscope kinetic moment vector axis about its
universal suspension axes, are of the most. interest for measuring pur-
poses. This turning of the kinetic moment .vector It is plotted in Fig. 8
with two angles: angle a defines the turnilag of the external gimbal, angle
8 -- the internal gimbal. Angles a and 8 are measured relative to a fixed
coordinate system. Angle # is measured from line on and defines the turn-
ing of the gyroscope rotor.

Two coordinate systems are used for working out the gyroscope motion
equations: the mobile system XYZ, which rotates together with the gyroscope,
and the fixed system rC, relative to which the gyroscope motion is con-
sidered. The gyroscope axes are connected with these coordinate
systems in the following manner: the rotor axis and the interior gimbal
axis are situated along any two axes of system XYZ, then the third axis is
directed so that it forms three-dimensional coordinate axes with the first
two; the axis oZ the exterior gimbal is situated along one of the axes of
the fixed system nEC, since the axis of the exterior gimbal is connected
across its bearings and casing to a fixed base, relative to which the posi-
tion of the kinetic moment vector is measured.

Fig. 8: Angles turned by a gyroscope

-20-



At the first instant of time we will consider that the axes of the
mobile and fixed coordinate systems coincide (Fig. 9, a), and for thi.s the
kinetic moment vector IT is directed along axis Z, and the extericr Rxis --
along axis E. Now, if an external moment Mx acts on the axis of the
interior gimbal, the reaction of the gyroscope to this moment will be
angular velocity of precession of the exterior gimbal a. But before the
exterior gimbal begins to precess, its inertia must be overcome, that is,
the initiation of precession a is opposed by moment of inertia Ita.

"b c

,-,.., z

9 1

V X

Fig, S: Diagram of coordinate axes for derivation of tle
equation for gyroscope motion

In view of the fact that the external moment is applied to the interior
gimbal, which moves together with the exterior gimbal, vector M.x shifts
together with axis X. The precession of the exterior gimbal leads to this,
"that axis Z of the proper rotation of the gyroscope rotor (vector f-) and the
axis of the interior gimbal turn through angle a (Fig. 9, b).

Now let the external moment M-Z be applied to the exterior gimbal
(Fig. 9, c). The reaction of the gyroscope to this moment will be precession
of tVe interior gimbal with angular velocity j, with the result that in a
short time it turns through angle 8. Axis Z of the proper rotation of the
rotor and axis Y turn together with the interior gimbal. Before movement
of the interior gimbal begins, the inertia must also still be overcome,
since there arises on its axis moment of inertia Ix8.

-21-
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Let us find the moments applied to the axis of rotation of the

gyroscope gimbals.

Exterior gimbal:
External mcment ME";

Moment of inertia "-I•";

Gyroscopic moment "+HA cos*".

Interior gimbal:
External moment "t+Mx";

Momeznt of inertia tt-Ix'tt;

Gyroscopic moment tt-Ha cos8it.

Sumarizing thesa moments, we obtain the differential equations of

mo-ion of the exterior and interior gimbals:

hi! - I-• + I'Io.- 0

M,.-• 2'--I 12 coS I ..

The equations obtained are the technical equations of the gyroscope.
Reversing the ,;igns in these equations and moving the external moments to
the right hand side:

.I , .X o,, .,-- A l " (27)

Eq. (27) are correct for the situation when the base and its connected
coordinate system n& is fixed with reference to inertial space. However,
in practical problems this condition is not observed. Therefore, let us
find out what changes in the equation for gyroscope motion result if the
coordinate system ng; rotates with angular velocity '0. Let this velocity
have as its projections w., w, w (see Fig. 9, c). Projecting the vectors
of these velocities on the axes or the gyroscope suspension, we find that
its base rotates relative to the axis of the exterior gimbal with angular
velocity wg, and relative to the interior -- with angular velocity defined
by the sum of wncosa-w sina. In addition, a change in the angular veloc-
ity of the proper rotation takes place of a magnitude of
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In view of the great magnitude of the avgular velocity of proper
_ rotation we will disregard its changes. Let w, consider further the velocity

under consideration in the equation for gyoscop,: motion, but first we trans-
form Eq. (27):

cot (Alt)ICos f--,,, ' '

where _L 4_d._ . ( II, , -,

I Eq. (28) is analogous to Eq. (27), but it is written, not iu the form
of moments acting along the suspension axes, but i-' the form of angular
velocities of the suspension axes. Now, considering that the velocities
discussed above still exist relative to the suspension axes,
the equation for gyroscope motion must be written in the form:

-- (U + o, cos a. - w,:, sill M) cos , - - (M-) 1
4.. + (G -- ,,)o w •l CO,.,, S•

or +:. -- Ci- cos a -w. sin .) cos =.-M

, - (£ - ,. . .. . (29)

Depending-on the function of the gyroscope and the magnitudes of angles
a and @, sometimes the possibility of disregarding several items is present-
ed in Eq. (29). In widespread technical situations there are, "truncated"
equations for gyroscope moo on:

I 1ý Ni +: -li-,,,:sin a -- o.)•os •1

- J + (3,,. -J ,30)

Or vithout taking into account the angular velocity of rotation
of the base

I' (30)S,--- M., ,.o

It is not difficvlt to see that Eq. (30) are the gyroscopic moment
equations, analogous to Eq. (26'-) or (26").
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Section 6. Definitions

Considering the essence of gyroscopic phenomena, let us develop fone
properties of gyroscopes.

A gyroscope possesses the ability to maintain a given direction of the
.otor axis in space (relative to the stars). It resists the action of
any force which attempts to move the rotor from the plane of its rotation;
this resistance is a measure of the stability of the gyroscope or of its
gyroscopic inertia.

The action of an external force or. a gyroscope leads to a change in
position of the rotor, with the vector of angular velocity of displaceaeet
of the rotor perpendicular to the moment of external farce vector.

The deviation of the axis of proper rotatkon of the gyroscope rotor
compared to the theoretical position is called proscopic drift, which is
caused mainly by imbalance Jn a gyroscope part, friction and the inertia
of the universal suspensiln.

In order to give the gyroscope the ability of maintaining a giveil
direction relative to earth, it is equipped with &- adjusting mechanism
which establishes a controlling moment of fo:ce on the universal sus-
pension axes. In aligning the iipin axis of the rotor with the axis of
rotation of tne external ginball, the gyroscope loses stability and begins
to rotate in the direction of the applied moment.

A gyroscope in which one of the axes of rotation of the univer?-al
suspeniion is fixed, is called two-degrees-of-freedon, and it possesses the
pioperty of being able to align the axis of proper rotation with the vector
of angular velocity of rotation of the base. A gyroscope is called free,
if no external moment whatever acts on it.

The axis of proper rotation of the gyroscope votor is called the
principal axis of the gyroscope or simply the gyroscope spin aris.
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CHAPTER II

IF GYROTHEODOLITES

Section 1. The Principle of Determining a Geographic Meridian by Use
of a Gyroscope

The use of a gyroscope for determining the direction of geographic
meridians is based on using the properties of the gyroscope and the daily
rotation of the earth. The angular velocity Q of rotation of the earth
may be distributed into two components: the horizontal w- and vertical at
(Fig. 10). The horizontal component lies in a horizontal plane ana
indicates the direction of the geographic meridian of the site. The
vertical component w. is directed glong the vertical of the site; relative
to space, it rotates in an east-west plane. If we construct this plane by
some method, the normal to it will indicate the direction of the geographic
me.eidian. Specifically, this planr may be constructed with the help of a
gyroscope. Let us suppose that in the first instant the spin axis of a free
gyroscope rotor coincides with the direction of the vertical of the site.
In the following instant, as a result of the da.1) rotation, the vertical
of the site relative to space turns to the west. The vertical of the
site and the spin axis of the gyroscope rotor intersect at the center of
the earth and define the east-west plane in this manner. Since the gyro-
scope spin axis remains fixed all the time, the angle between it and the
vertical of the site will continually increase; after six hours it will be
equal to w, which leads to the coincidence of the planes of the gimbals

S~and loss of stabiLity by the gyroscope. In order for this not to happen,
the principal axis of the gyroscope is made to move after the vertical of
the site.

The movement of the gyroscope spin axis following the vertical takes
place at some angle of delay, so that by this angle th6 east-west plane
(two intersecttng lines: the gyroscope spin axis and the vertical of the
site) is formed. The execution of such a movemenz of the gyroscope spin
axis is accomplished with the hel? of an ackhmstment system. From Fig. 10
we can see that the magnitude of ihis angular velocity must be equal to
the angular velocity of the horizontal component of the earth's rotation.
Gyrotheodolites with a spherical gyroscope (see Fig. 2) are constructed by
the principle being considered.

The result of the interaction of the horizontal component of the
" angular velocity of rotation of the earth uith the two-degreas-of-freedha

gyroscope also permits a determination of the direction of a geographic
Mteridian. In this case the spin axis of the gyrcscope rotor is located
in the horizontal plane and the axis of rotation of the gyroscope gimbal
establishes the vertical. The interaction of the kitietic moment vector
with the angular velocity • generates a gyroscopic moment, forcing vector
Sto be set in the direction o- vector "- and, consequently, to indicate
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the direction of a geographic meridian at a given point in an area (two-
degrees-of-freedem gyrotheodolite -- see Fig. 2).
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Section 2. Pendulum gyrotheodolites

The greatest progress has been achieved with gyrotheodolil'es based
on a three-degrees-of-freedom gyroscope with a horizontally placed spin
axis of the rotor and a center of gravity displaced downward relative to
a fixed point. The displacement of the center of gravity leads to the
origin of a physical pendulum in the gyroscope, the principal property
of which is tracking the vertical of the site. Thus, in the pevdulum
gyrotheodolite use is made of the properties of the free three-degrees-of
iTeedom gyroscope and the verticals of a site (of the horizontal plane).Let us examine the principles of operation of the pendulun gyrotheodolite.

At some point on the earth's surface let us set a gyroscope in such
a manner that the kinetic moment vector of the gyroscope lies in a hori-
zontal plane and is directed to the east (Fig. 11, position I). In this

j position, the line of action of the force of gravity (vector G) lies
aiong the axis of rotation of the exterior gimbal, and in relation to the
axis of rotation of the interior gimbal, the moment of the force of gravity
does not arise. After some time the angular position of the earth relative
to the gyroscope changes. Specifically, the plane of the horizon turns

VEW relative to vector H through angle BI (position II). In consequence of
such a turning of the vertical cf the site, the line of action of the force
of gravity vector U will no longer go through the axis of rotation of the
exterior gimbal. This leads to the appearance of a moment of the force of
gravity MG, applied to the axis of rotation of the interior gimbal and in
our direction. The reaction of the gyroscope to the moment generated will
be precession a of the exterior gimbal of the gyroscope. The direction
of the precest-ton is such that the end of vector H moves to the south
(towards us) ani after some time coincides with the direction of the geo-

CL graphical meridian (position III). However, the spin axis of the j-roscope
EE cannot establish itself in this position, since the end of vector H is

still elevated a little above the plane of the horizon mid, consequently,
"is the moment of the force of gravity %, which forces ths- spa axis. of the

UK- gyroscope to move farther to the west (position IV). The letation ni the
earth 3lways leads to the result that, relative to space, the east end 01
the horizontal sinks and the west -- rises. Therefore, to the extent that
the end of vector ff turns to the west, elevated above tCie plane of the
horizon, the plane of the horizon itself will approach the spin axis of
the gyroscope. In a fcw moments vector H finds itself located in the hori-
zontal plane (position V), and at that time the force of gravity moment MG
vanishes and the precession of the exterior gimbal a ceases (&64). But _

the earth continues to rotate, and in the next moment the end of vector H
is now below the plane of the horizon (position VI). This gives rise anew
to the appearance of the force of gravity moment MG. But the direction of
vector MG will be opposite to that direction which was the elevated position
of the gyroscope 3pin axis above the plane of the horizon (position II).
In consequence of the change in direction of vector 1G, the direction of
precession a of the exterior gimbal changes: the gyroscope spin axis will
move from the west to the north, going past the position of the geographical
meridian and stopping in a position analogous to position I. Thus, the
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Fig. 11: Pendulum gyrocompass on the earth

Key: a. East
b. Plane of the horizon
c. Radius of the earth
d. Angular velocity of earth rotation
e. West

gyroscope z-pin axis performs an oscillation relative to the plane of the
horizon and the plane of the geographic meridian at a given point in an
area. Consequently, the pendulum moment generated because of the prop-
erty of a free gyroscope of holding constant the position of vector H in
space is a correcting moment which insures the movement of the
gyroscope axis around the direction of the meridian and the plane of
eaXthts horiz.on.

Let us form an equation for the movement of a pendulum gyrotheodolite.
For this, the coordinate system n•c is bound fast to the earth, as a con-
sequence oi which it will rotate relative to space togather with the earth.
Let us direct axis Or along the vertical of the site, On -- Zo the south
in the horizontal plane, and axis O -- to the east along the horizontal
plane (Fig. 12). The mobile coordinate system XYZ has a common origin
with the fixed system. The gyroscope axes are connected with t•.ese coor-
dinate systems in the following manner: the axis of the exterior gimbal
is located vertically along axis Oc.: the axis of the interior gimbal
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• Fig. 12: Coordinate axes for a pendulim gyrotheodolite

jTT

I_ coincides with axis OY, the spin axis of the rotor is directed along

axis OX in the negative direction (to the north), and axis OZ is directed
k- in such a way that, with axis OY and OX, it forms a rectangular coor-

dinate system with axes XYZ. The center of gravity of the gyroscope is
displaced along axis OZ.

F, To sstablish the nature of the movement of the gyrotheodolite, we
apply an external moment successively to the interior and exterior gimbals
of its universal suspension and we find the moments -- inertial, gyroscopic
tnd adjusting -- aroused by the displacement of the center of gravity.
As a result, we find that the equations for motion of a pendulum
theodolite will be the expressions:

IC + 1-1 , S"'17 COS " " I I'• ct * " . (31)

The designations in these equations: 1;, 1 - moments of inertia
of the gyroscope relative to the axes of the exterior and interior gimbals
respectively; a, 0 -- the angles turned by the exterior and interior
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gimbals, w ., -- horizontal and vertical components of the angular
velocity of rotation of the earth; M•, M. -- external moments on the axes
of a gyroscope suspension. The force of> gravity moment M1 , as follows fromI : the coordinate axis scheme, may be represented in the following form:

where G -- the suspeuided weight forming the pendulum;
1 -- the arm by which the weight is attached.

The movement of the gyroscope axes proceeds sufficiently slowly
that the angular accelerations a and 9 are insignificant, and the inertial

moments in comparison with the gyroscopic may be disregarded. The external
moments Mr and M. also are small, since this situation is basic to the
design of the gytotheodolite. Then, excluding the external moments from
consideration and counting angles a and 8 as trifles, for

Cosa --=- Cos"•-,1 h - • ll•-••

we obtain Eq. (31) in the following form

H+4" + H!.=O 1 (32)

If we assume a=O in the first equation, then the angular velocity
8:0, and the angle turned by the interior gimbal 8 equals a constant.
Consequently, if the spin axis of the gyroscope rotor is in the plane of
the meridian, the interior gimbal will not precess, and the pendulu
moment insures movement of the gyroscope together with the earth.
Deflection of the gyroscope spin axis from the plane of the meridian
causes a movement of the interior gimbal and, together with it, change in
the pendulum moment, and signifies a precession of the exterior gimbal,
bringing the spin axis of the gyroscope to the plane of the meridian.
Consequently, the pendulum moment MG always insures movement of the gyro-
scope together with the earth. But retention of vector H in the plane of
the geographic meridian during this movement is accomplished by the gyro-
scopic mcment Hw-a, which is called the directing moment MHi of the gyro-
theodolite. From (31) we have:

%I 1 E- cos 7 sln a HOS_% cos 9. (33)
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From the first equation of system (32) we find the expression for
angle a, and from the sewond -- for angle 8:

(34)

Differentiating the expressioas obtained by time, and assuming that
H = constant, G a constant, 1 a constant, wr- constant, WS = constant:

Let us substitute these expressions in (32) and, after simple
transformations, we will have two independent equations:

UR

In these equations

00 -I =G1 cos T
H "(38)

Lot us find the solution of the 'differential equations for motion of
a gyrotheodolite, assuming that, at the first instant of time, the gyro-
scope spin axis is in the horizontal plane and is directed exactly to the
north, that is, %(0)-0 and 0(0)uO, but that here the gyroscope moves
together with earth relative to space, giving a(O)mew. Then, from

Scthe general solution for the angle turned by the interior gimbal

C • .•Coss/ --+ C., sin st

and taking account of the specified initial conditions,, we obtain
Ciao, C2 " !., or

C

*1~~ (39)
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In order to find the solution for the equation whaich defines the
angle turned by the interior gimbal 8, we differentiate expression (39)
and substitute it in (35). Then, we obtain

-- o (cq s/- S ), (40)

where

(41)

It follows from the relations founc for angles a and 0
that the gyroscope spin axis accomplishes undamped oscillation, both in
the horizontal plane (oscillation relative to the direction
of the geographic meridian) and in the vertical (movement of the interior
gimbal). If the *.scillation of the gyroscope spin axis in the hcrizontal
plane takes place about the zero value of angle a (angle a-0, then,
when the gyroscope spin axis is directed to the north -- see the coor-
dinate axis diagram), then in the vertical plane the gyroscope spin axis
oscillates relative to a position which is elevated above the plane of
the horizon by angle 00. This inclination of the gyroscope is necessary
to insure uninterrupted movement of its extf ..ior gimbal in space foilowing
the plane of the geographic meridian of earth with angular velocity w.. If
this inclination did not exist, the exterior gimbal would oscillate about
"the plane displaced with relation to the plane of the meridian, that is,
the oscillation would be asymmetric about the north direction. Actually,
the plane of the meridian at a given point on the earth's surface rotates
in space with angular velocity w,=Slsinf. In order to cause precession
of the exterior gimbal with such a velocity, a constant moment must be
applied to the interior gimbal. In a pendulum gyrotheodolite this moment
is generated automatically by the inclination of the interior gimbal.
The trajectory of the movement of the spin axis of a pendulum gyrotheodolite
is shown in Fig. 13. The angular velocity and the characteristic frequency
of oscillation of the interior and exterior gimbals are identical and, in
accordance with (20), are equal to

(42)

c%-.r= H (radians/sec),

whence we get the period of oscillation

(43)

T 2--. C/ (sec).
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SFig. 13: Trajectory of the movement of the gyrotheodolite on
Sa pictured plane

Key: a. North
b .Plane of the horizon

133t~

S~In modern gyrotheodolites the period of oscillation lies within
• the lim~its of 3 to 12 minutes.

The movement of the gyroscope spin axis under cotsideration is

correct for ideal operating conditions. In practical gyrotheodolites
• ~deleterious &owents are always introducO •, which, on the one hand, leadIto damping of the oscillations of the gy"oscope axes (that is, dampingris introduced), and on the other hand -- generates asyoetric oscillationso n the gyroscope spin gis,tte s the r ofdsce equilibriue position

of the oscillatory process. These appear as direct errors in determiping
the direction om the gaographical n eridian. Therefore, on the one hand,
extremely high design and technological requirements are placed on
isiothrdolites, and on the other hand -- such eethods are adapted toSaccot plishing precsely the measurm ents which exclude the greate it

Snutber of errors from the resuets of aeasureent.

At the present time, many different pendulum gyrotheodolites have
been developed and adapted to practice. By their structural featuresM they may be separated into two large groups, depending on the form of
suspension of the sensitive element (gyrofotor): gyrotheodolites with
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fluid suspension and gyrotheodolites with torsion suspension.

The typical diagram of the first of the gyrotheodolites named showing
construction, is represented in Fig. 14. The sensitive element (4B) is the
structure represented as a hollow, hermetically sealed cylinder 5, in the
lower part of which is fixed gyromotor 7. The sensitive element floats
in a liquid which fills reservoir 8 and has an insignificant buoyancy
(S-20g). The L3- is centered relative to the reservoir by means of
pivot 1, fastened to the cover of the casing, and ruby (or agate)
bearing 2, which is pressed against the pivot under the action of the
lifting force of the liquid in accordance with Archimedes'
law. The point of suspension of the sensitive element is point D,
at which is located the center of gravity of the volume of liquid displaced
by cylinder 5. Relative to this suspension point D, the center of gravity
of the -B is displaced downward and is located at point C. The distance
between points D and C is equal to approximately 100-120 mm. Owing to
such locations c.l the center of volume of the liquid displaced and the
center of gravity, a pendulum moment is generated, and the geometrical
axis of the sensitive element attempts to maintain a vertical position,
which leads to a gyroscopic effect.

The supply of electric energy to the gyroscope rotor is accomplished
without mechanical contact with the 43; feed to the gyromotor is accom-
plished through the liquid. Consequently, the liquid, in addition to its
function of support, must fulfill the role of conductor of electrical
energy. A suitable mixture of alcohol, water and borax or water, borax
and formalin as a preservative substance may be used as such a liquid.
Electrical energy is transmitted from the casing of the gyrotheodolite
to the gyromotor through the liquid by electrodes 6 and 9.

The locking mechanism is located on the top cover of the H3 casing.
Counterclockwise rotation of gear 18 is transmitted through screw 19
and pushrod 17 to lever 16, which pulls down cone 15, bringing
the 43 up against the cushioning ring 10. Ii non-working status the
43 ptesses against ring 10 ana, for cone 15 to exert continual pressure
during transportation, the locking device is 4 uipped with a spring latch
which fills between the gear teeth. The electrical connection is blocked
with the locking mechanism; the electrical cable connection cannot be
disconnected from the H3 if the 43 is not locked beforehand. This is done
so that the instrument is always locked before being removed from the
tripod.

For excluding errors in operation of the gyrotheodolite under
consideration, the center of gravity of the 43 must lie on its axis of
symnetry. This is accomplished by the use of two weights -- ballast 11
and balancing 12.

In consequence of the operation of the gyromotor, a local magnetic
field is generated which, interacting with the magnetic field of earth
and other external magnetic fields, causes supplementary external
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moments of force, introducing errors in the eperaetion of the gyr..otheodolite.
Therefore, the HB must be isolated from external magnetic fields. This
purpose is served by magnetic shield 13, composed of several thin sheets
of magnetically permeable material -- permalloy (a nickel-iron alloy).
Calculations show that a magnetic field with a flux density of 0.1 gauss
is capable of displacing the equilibrium position of the gyrotheodolite
LB oscillations with a kinetic moment H=(4-5) 103 g-cm-sec to an angle
of up to 5". From this it follows that the magnetic screen must have the
capability of attenuating the internal magnetic field by a hundred times,
for a natural anomaly which reaches only two gauss.

Insulating layer 14 is placed between the magnetic shield and the
protective external housing.

Mirror 3, observed through window 4, serves to follow the movement
of the LG.

In gyrotheodolites similar to those under consideration, an adjustment
in the buoyancy is usually accomplished so that the pressure between pivot
1 and bearing 2 changes negligibly during a change of temperature. To do
this such a composition of liquid and LB volume is selected that the change
in volume is compensated for by a change in the specific gravity of the
liquid displaced. For example, when the temperature rises the volume of
all liquids and, consequently, the volume of liquid displaced by the Le
will be increased, but while this happens the specific gravity of this
liquid will be decreased. To accomplish the adjustment, it is necessary
to select temperature parameters of the liquid and the volume of the
sensitive element in such a way that

• - 1', . I' !

where Vt0, dr 0 -- volume of liquid displaced and its specific gravity
at a temperature to C;

Vt, dt, -- volume and specific gravity at t C.

For the purpose of decreasing an effece of the liquid, the frequently
appearing statistical moment ("adhesive" effect), the outer surface of the
LB is polished.

Among the deficiencies of gyrotheodolites similar to those under
discussion, the foremost has to do with instability of the moments of
frictiun between the pivot 3nd the bearing and the viscosity of the fluid,
which lead to a decrease in the acccuracy and stability of operation of
the instrument.

At the present time gyrotheodolites with torsion suspensions have a
basic difference. Structurally, these gyroscopic systems are realized in
two versions: in the form of an organic combination of a gyroscopic part
with azimuth disk (gyrotheodolites) and in the form called a gyroscopic
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f attachment, installed on the top or the bottom of the theodolite.

'The principal scheme of suspension of a gyromotor on a thin, elastic
tape (torsion) is portrayed in Fig. 15. If it is considered that, in the
"initial instant, vector H is situated in the horizontal plane, then at the
following instant in time (similar to position II in Fig. -I) the plane
of the horizon is deflected from vector H and pendulum moment MG arises,
tne vector of which will be e.rected perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 15.4 The interaction of the gyroscope with this pendulum moment leads to the
turning of vector ff in the direction of the vector of moment MG and,
consequently, the twisting of the torsion member. As of the result of
this, torsion moment W3 arises, which is proportional to its angle of twist.
This moment opposes movement of the gyroscope axis. After a short time
the positions of vector H and the plane of the horizon change relative to
each other (see, for example, position VI, Fig. 11), from which the pendu-
lum moment begins in a different direction and changes the direction of
movement of the gyroscope axis. During this the torsion member untwists
at first and, than, begins to twist in the opposite directior., In this
manner, the twisting of the torsion member always generates an opposing
moment. The reaction of the gyroscope to this moment will be precession
of the interior gimbal (rising above vector H in the case of Fig. 15).
Change of the angular position of vector f relative to the plane of the:•:• horizon from the action of the twist moment of the torsion member

leads to a change in the equilibrium position of oscillation of the
gyroscope axis relative to the geographic meridian. From this it turns
out that the use of a torsion suspension of a gyromotor would worsen
the conditions of operation of the gyroscope as a gyrocompass. However,
if the angle of twisting of the torsion member is followed without
interruption and, following it, the place where it is fastened revolves,
then the moment of twisting of the torsion member will not act on thef gyroscope. In addition, high stability of the elastic characteristic
of the torsion member generates, through small angles, strongly symmetric
moments on the gyroscope, which have a negligibie effect on the accuracy
of operations.

Since the gyromotor is connected, to the casing (base), only through
the torsion member, other, mainly chance, perturbing factors
(liquid friction, friction between the pivot and the bearing -- Fig. 14)t are absent.

Elimination of the moment of twisting of the torsion member introduces
into the measuring process the continuous operotion of tracking of the
gyroscope and the synchronous turning of the place where the torsion member
is fastened (built in). The position of the fastening site
in which the moment of twisting of the torsion member equals zero does
not remain constant in the process of operating the instrument. Therefore,
during measurements with such gyrotheodolites, it is necessary to determine
this position so that, during oscillation of the gyroscope spin axis around
the direction of the meridian, this position of the fastening site coin-
cides with the mark on the gyroscope. The tracking of the gyroscope and
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Fig. 15: Gyroscope on a
torsion suspension
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V turning of the torsion member are accomplished both by hand (the Kr-i
and Gi-31 gyrotheodolites) and automatically (W-1, Gi-B2, IMK-604).

Introduction of automatic tracking eliminates irregularities in
motion, variability in the residual angle of twisting and, also, frees
the observer from the tiresome operation of tracking the torsion member
and its twisting. Due to the accuracy of automatic tracking of the twist-
ing angle of the torsion member, the 4"-6" error in determining the direc-
tion of the geographical meridian is reduced by 20-25%, compared with
tracking by hand [45]. Accuracy in tracking of 4"-6" means that only within
these limits will there be irregularity in twisting of the torsion member
which generates a definite perturbation of the gyroscope. For a torsion
member with rectangular section, the twisting moment Ma is determined by
the equation

where E-8.105 kg/cm2 -- twisting modulus of the torsion member mateix.al;

I -- moment of inertia of the section;

Sb -- width of the tape;
h -- thickness of the tape;
1 -- lenth of the tape;
7 -- angle turned by the torsion member.

For a torsion member with the measurements: b=O.04cm, h=O.005cm,
I=13cm and angle Y-=S", the twisting moment M3 =l~l0'g-cm. The absolute
value of tais moment is small, but the directing moment of the gyro-
theodolite is smallish. In accordance with Eq. (33) for latitude "u60*
and the gyroscope with kinetic moment H=4000g-cm-sec, when the angle of
deviation of vector H from the plane of the geographical meridian a=10",
the directing moment MH- 5 .S-10 "g-cM. From a comparison of moments M and
is, the inference follows of an expedient increase in the accuracy of the
tracking system for the twisting of the torsion member (decrease in angle
y). An increase in the accuracy of this tracking decreases the angle
within whose limits the angular position of the torsion member is arbitrary.

From among examples of gyrotheodolite cons-ruction produced by the
Hungarian optical factory (MOM), let us examine the basic, principles of a
constructive solution for gyrotheodoliter with torsion suspension. A
diagram of the Gi-Dl gyrotheodolite, which is the basic instrument for the
Gi-B2 gyrotheodolite, is represented in Fig. 16. The gyrotheodolite is
composed of two main parts: azimuth disk (theodolite) and gyroscopic,
which are combined in a single instrument ai•. transported as such.

However, its construction permits replacement of the
gyroscopic unit &n case it is necessary.

L -•9 -
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SFig. 16: Kinematic diagram off the Gi-Bl gyrotheodolite:

1 . Optical microscope eyepiece
I2. Kn\ob'

i. Automatic collimator eyepiece

4. Sensitive element mirror
5. Illuzninating lsmp housing
6. Alidade anchor screw
7. Coarse aiming reducing gear knob
8. Fine aiming reducing gear knob
9, Torsion member zero position regulating screw
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The azimuth disk section is executed on the base of an MONd model Te-BI
socond-measuring theodolite, into which changes necessary for operation
with the gyroscope unit have been introduced: in the right hand column,
the optical telescope has been replaced by the automatic collimator for

tracking the gyroscope oscillations; a supplementary eyepiece elbow
is located on it for reading the micrometer; the vertical axis
system is hollow, and the sensitive element mirror is *.tuated inside it.

Observation of the sensitive element by mirror 4 is conducted through
eyepiece 3 of the automatic collimator. The upper and lower parts of a
scale move in opposite directions in its field of view.

The distance between two thickened marks is equal to double the angle
through which the gyroscope turns relative to the optical axis of the
automatic collimator. The value of the smallest division on the scale of
the Gi-Bl is equal to 30". The source of light for the automatic colli-
mator scale is an electric light bulb placed in housing S. Determination
of the position of the point where the torsion member is fastened, about
which the twisting moment M9 is near zero (the zero torsion point), is
done by the automatic collimator scale. According to the measurements
obtained, the position of the zero torsion point may be changed by turning
regulator screw 9, the head of which has divisions two times larger than
the divisions on the automatic collimator scale.

During operation of the gyromotor, tracking of the 43 mirror is
accomplished by turning the alidade, with anchor screw 7 fastened down,
aiming, by means of rotation of coarse reducing worm gear knob 7 and
Efne aiming reducing g-ar knob 8, while continually keeping the thick-
ened marks of the automatic collimator s.ale lined up. During the

FRI approach to the raversing point (the point of change of direction of
9i movement), coincidence of the marks is accomplished particularly thorough-

ly, and, the moment the moving image of the autcmatic collimator scale
stops, a reading is taken from the horizontal circle by use of
knob 2 on eyepiece 1 of the supplementary indicating micrometer.

The gyroscopic part, or gyroscope vnit, is produced as a complete
independent construction (Fig. 17). Gyroscope motoz rotor 14 is located
ii. -:Aculu chamber 13: which is suspended on torsion member 11 from lifting
plate 4. This plate rests on three pins S on rotating ring 6.
The rotating ring has lug 8, on which the turning of upper torsion member
fastening azsemply 3 is accomplished with the help of micrometer
screw 7, for corTecting the position of its zero point. Rotation of the
torsion member after the gyroscope during its oscillation about the
lirection of the Aeridian is accomplished by rotation of the lifting
plate. Tubular bar 9 of tCie gyroscope motor, into which cuts are
made for a br&cket fastening th. upper end of the torsion member, bears
mirror 1 and electrical conductor 2. The oscillation of the gyroscope
axis is observed through the mirror with the help of the automatic
collimation system. The gyroscope motor is a three phase electric motor;
therefore, there must be three isolated electrical circuits, for its opera-
tion. Two silver spiral springs 2 are used for tr3nsmitting the two outer
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Fig. 17" ,i-Bl pendulum gyro-J1 theodolite gyroscope
I • assembly

!!eKey: 1. Sensitive element

4 i 2. Electric current•.• : _. %•Y.•,.suppl,"
•• :=3. Upper torsion

S• •-• -assembly
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_-9 6. Rotating ring
7. Micrometer screwI:|8. Rotating ring lug

-' 9. Hollow bar
10. Position sc rre r;8-11 orG-B2 torsion

,,. element twist

17 iIg17.sPin

S11. Torsion element
12. Conical insertR • 13. Gyroscope chamber

-15. Magnetic proiec-
•' •..9 ive screen

I 2 16. Base locking
Sj o ____mechanism knob

41.9 17~2. SPring

18. Plug
19. Lever

f 20. Locking pin21. Auxiliary locking
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phases, and the third phase is transmitted across the torsion member.
The spiral spring conductors have mutually opposing moment character-
istics, with the result that the sum of the twisting moments acting on the
gyroscope is negligible. The conductors mentioned serve only to main-
tain the rotation of the rotor. Starting and stopping of the gyro-
scope motor is accomplished across different contact groups. At the
bottom of the gyroscope chamber are situated two current collectors 2S
which, while the gyroscope is in locked position (see
below) come into contact with current carrying lamellae, introduced
along spherical segment-mushroom 24 of the locking mechanism. The third
phase completes the circuit on the body of the gyroscope chamber.
Current is supplied by these conductors during starting-up of the
gyroscope motor. Transmission of braking current (in positive stopping)
to the gyroscope motor is accomplished across the cone shaped half-ring
contacts 28 and contact ring 27. Stopping is accomplished by transmissionP of a constant current to the stator winding of the gyroscope motor.

The gyroscope unit is equipped with turning mechanisms, serving in
the locked status for setting the reflecting surface
of mirror 1 of the 43 perpendicular to the optical axis of the automatic
collimator. This position is determined visually during alignment of the
central marks of the automatic collimator. Turning of the gyroscope
assembly is accomplished by use of a pair of worm gears 26, rotating thrust
ring 28 with conical insert II, which carries along the gyroscope assembly
tightened to it in locked condition.

The locking mechanism is intended for =ecuring the gyroscope unit in
non-operating (non-measuring) condition (including while being transported)
when stopping and starting. For locking the gyroscope assembly, knob 16,
which has a cam which moves pin 17 and which itself forces in lever 19,
is rotated. This laver, pushing against rod 20 of the locking mechanism,
which ends in mushroom 24, displaces the latter upwards, putting stress
on rubber membrane stretched over plug 18, raises the gyroscope assembly
upwards and presses conical ring 27 tightly against conical half-ring 12
of the tuJrning mechanism. In this position the torsion ribbon is freed
from the weight of the gyroscope chamber and, consequently, the lifting

plate is also freed from it. The latter is squeezed upward by strong
springs, on account of which the torsion element is stretched with a force
of about 600g. The stressed state of the torsion element in the period
between start-ups insures a high stability of its mechanical characteris-
tics, owing to maintainance of stability of the internal structure of the
material.

One more supplementary locking mechanism is provided in the structire
of the gyroscope unit to increase the reliability of locking. By rotation
of knob 21, spring 22 is compressed and, in addition, lever 19 is tightened
through pushrod 23. A safety cutout is located in the locking mechanism
knob which locks the power supply cut-off in locked condition.

-



To decrease the deleterious effect of external magnetic fields, the
gyrotheodolite has special magnetic screen 15, which is cylindrical in
shape, is made of 18 sheets of permalloy of a thickness of about 0.25ra
and possesses a great magnetic permeability. The magnetic screen is
electrically insulated from the remaining parts of the gyroscope assembly.

In addition to the const.ruction of the Gi-Bl gyroscope assembly under
Wonsideration, provisionaily indicated on the cylindrical column is mirror
10, used for twisting of the torsion elementl in the Gi-B2 gyrotheodolite.

The torsion element is fastened to the gyroscope chamber in such a
manner that the axis of the gyroscope rotor is perpendicular to the plane
of the torsion ribbon. In this position, the torsion element will show
the least resistance to the gyroscope during oscillations of its vector
H relative to the plane of the horizon. The torsion ribbon has a rectan-
gular section of approximately 0.04x0.005cm and a length of 13cm. The
distance from the point where the lower end of the torsion element is
fastened to the center of gravity of the gyroscope is 7.2cm, the speed of
rotation of the rotor is about 21,000 rpm and kinetic moment
H=400Og-cm-sec.

Subsequent development of the gyrotheodolite under consideration is
model Gi-B2, in which a photoelectric tracking system is used, insuring
automatic turning of the torsion element linkage points after the gyro-
scope. The kinematic and structural diagram of this tracking system
is shown in Fig. 18. Light from source 12 is shaped into a parallel beam
by condenser 11 and goes further through prisms 10 and 4 and falls on
mirror 3 (mirror 10 in Fig. 17), installed on sensitive element 8.
Reflecting off mirror 3 and, further, off prisms 4 and 10, the light falls
on photocell S, the signal from which drives motor 7 through amplifier 6.
A split photoresistor is used as P photoreceptor, in which the magnitude
of the output current depends on the magnitude of the light beam falling
on it. The sides of the photoresistor (Sa and 5b) are included in an
electrical bridge. The light beam (diffusion circle KP), in the absence
of angular deviation, shines on both halves of the photoresistor uniformly,
and the electric current across the bridge is equal to zero. As the gyro-
scope turns relative to the housing to angle a., there is a displacement
of the light spot, and illumination on one half of the photoresistor in-
creases and on the other, decreases. As a result of this, a current
appears across the bridge, the magnitude of which is proportional to
angle ar and the polarity of which is determined by the direction
of displacement of the light spot (sign of angle ar). However, the magni-
tude of the current across the bridge will be proportional to angle ar
only when the light spot shines simultaneously on both halves of the photo-
resistor. When the light spot illininates only one of the halves of the
photoresistor, the magnitude of the light beam will not change; therefore,
the current across the bridge will not change (the relation between the

1 [Fig. 17, Key Item 10, indicates that mirror 10 is

used for tracking the twisting of the torsion element.]
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angular position of the light spot and the current across the bridge is
shown in the graph of Fig. 18).

The current acro-,s the bridge is the input signal to the amplifier,
where a constant current is amplified and transformed into alternating
current with a frequenLy of -400hz, since tho turning of the housing
behind the torsion element is accomplished by a two-phase induction motor
with a DID-0.5 hollow rotor operating at an increased frequency.

In the Gi-B2 gyrotheodolite, the position of the zero point is
adjusted by turning the upper fastening point of the torsion element.
This displacement is accomplished by use of worm gear 9 of the tracking
system, but in this case supporting housing 14 is secured to exterior
housing 1S by use of lever 16. After release of lever 16, the tracking
housing turns to the former position (while switching on the photoelectric
system) with relation to mirror 3, 1-ut the zero point of the torsion
element proves to be displaced during this by the magnitude of change
of the zero point. Therefore, when tracking the gyroscope position, the
zero angle of turning will approximately match zero twisting of the torsion

S~element.

The presence of an automatic system for twisting the torsion Zember

frees the observer from the necessity of continuously observing the move-
ment of the sensitive element. Therefore, in construction, the Gi-B2
gyroscope unit is not connected mechanically with the theodolite alidade.
This permits accomplishment of geodetic tying-in of observed points during
the period of movement of the gyroscope from one reversing point to another,
while the gyroscope motor is starting up and stopping.

U4 The characteristics discussed are the principal differences of the
Gi-B2 from the Gi-Bl gyrotheodolite. But, simultaneously with these, the

construction of the magnetic screen in the Gi-B2 gyrotheodolite has been
improved, several changes in construction of the locking mechanism have
been made and the power supply unit has been modernized.

We assign the Gi-BI and Gi-B2 instruments as the basis for discussion
of other gyrotheodolites, and we will indicate distinguis.ing character-
istics relative to them of the remaining pendulum instruments for deter-
mining the direction of a geographical meridian.ITI gyrotheodolite (USSR) -- pendulum, with torsion suspension of the
sensitive element in air, with photoelectric system for trackiig twisting
of the torsion element; kinetic .moment HIlO,O00 g-cm-sec and H%23,000 g-cm-
sec [15].

LMK-604 gyrotheodolite ("Lear-Electronic" COmpany, Munich) -- peardulum,
with torsion suspension in air, twisting of the torsion member is' accom-
plished by use of an electromechanical tracking system with induction
sensor of the angle which serves to measure the angular position of the
gyroscr pe (50].
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47 Fig. 18: Diagram of Gi-B2
gyrotheodolite
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Fig. 18: Continued
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"Gitar" gyrotheodolite C(GYTAR" -- Gyro Theodolite Azimuth Reference,
USA) -- pendulum, with torsion suspension in air, with system for tracking
twisting of the torsion element [6]. Probably, subsequent development of
this instrtment in the military engineer-topographical laboratories of

the USA will be a gyrotheodolite with electrical damping of the oscillations
as a result of which its P7-is will be fixed by the direction? o h
geographic meridian faccrzacy -1', measurement time 12 min).

MRK -2 gyrotheodolite (Meridianrichtungskreisel, German Peoples
Republic) -- pendulun, with torsion suspension in air, with tracking Uf
the torsion arm (Fig. 19). Mercury conductor (liquid); the mercury "
are shut off when the instrunent is locked.

Fig. 19: MRK -2 gyrotheodolite

a---j' • Key: 1. Torsion element
Y 2. Current supply

lever with
5....eccentric

3. Mercury conductors
/ F 4. Damping rotor

. 5. Damping housing
"6. Gyroscope locking

7 lever
6 M7. Eccentric

...0.8. Automatic colli-
mating system

i-• •t "eyepiece
L 9. Sensitive element

S5mirror

2II
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The present instrument has a relatively small period of oscillation
(2-2.5 min); it is advertised by the manufacturing plant as a method of
measuring the equilibrium position of sensitive elements oscillations
without synchronous turning of the fastening point of the upper end of the
torsion element. For this, it is necessary to have a small (within the
field of vision of the autc,:natic collimator system) amplitude of oscillation
of the sensitive element, for which a special mechanism to regulate the
amplitude of sensitive element oscillation is provided in the HRK-2
[28]. If •he liq,,d level in damper bath 5 is such that rotor 4 of
the damper does not touch it, the sensitive element oscillations will be
practically undamped (see Fig. 19). But if rotor 4 is immersed in the
liquid, the oscillati'ýn will be damped. Regulating the degree of immersion
of Yotor 4 in the liquid by vertical shifting of bath 5 by use of eccentric
7 can regulate the amplitude of sensitive element oscillations.

KT-lA gyrotheodolite (German Federal Republic) -- pendulum, with
torsion suspension in air, permitting orientation without determining the
instrumental correction of the apparatus. For this, gyroscope motor
casing 6 is fastened to axle 9, which is perpendicular to the spin axis
of rotor 10 (Fig. 20). Mirror 13 is fastened on this axle 9 of the gyro-
scope motor housing. It is used for observation of oscillations of sensi-
tive element 11, suspended on torsion element 4 (the plane of the torsion
ribbon is perpendicular to the gyroscope rotor spin axis, which is shown
ir Fig. 20 in a position perpendicular to the plane of the sketch).

After carrying out the measurement in the first position of the rotor
(pictured in Fig. 20), the gyroscope motor stands still, and lever 8 is

moved to the lowest position by handle 7. Axle 9 of the gyroscope motor
housing is rotated through 1800 together with lever 8, as a result of which
the "north" end of the axle proves to be directed to the south, and the
"south" -- to the north. The sensitive element mirror rotates together
with the rotation of the gyroscope motor housing. Fixing the rotation of
the gyroscope motur strictly on 180° is accomplished by use of conical
holes and pins.

For determining the direction of the geographic meridian in the
second position of the rotor, the goniometer part, together with the locked
sensitive element is rotated through 1800, after which the usual measuring

processes are carried out.

The final result of measurement is the average of the dmterminations
obtained in the two rotor positions.

The scheme of constructive solution produced permits elimination of
a number of instrumental errors, such as: eccentricity oi the goniometer

part, nonconcor(ance of the axes of the optical systems and gyroscope
motor axes, the effect of inclination of the tripod, invariable composi-
tion of internal magnetic fields and others.
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The error in deteimining the direction of the geographical meridian
is on the order of 15" for a duration of measurement of 2-2.5 hr; the
gyroscope moment H.8.S.103 g-cm-sec.

MW-10 gyrotheodolite (German Federal Republic) -- pendulum, with
torsion suspension of the sensitive element in liquid, has explosli-on-proof
housing 1, and a liquid power supply mechanism, analogous to the power
supply in Fig. 14. Suspension of the sensitive element in a liquid permits
isolation from explosi-e parts of the surrounding environment, in w;hich
electrical sparks may arise. On the other hand, suspension in liquid
permits the torsion element t.o have a small cross-section and, consequently,
a small rigidity.

Attempting to decrease the size and weight of tho apparatus while
simultaneously shortening the time necessary for making a measurement,
led to the creation of the so-called gyroscope attachment, ir. which the
gyroscopic measuring part is removable and is set on the theodolite
telescope. At the present time four groups of gyroscope attachments
("gyroadapters") are known: gyroscope attachment models Gi-C and Gi-D
of the MOM works (Hungarian Peoples Republic), model TK gyroscope attach-
ment (Theodolitkreisel) of the "Fennell" Company, gyroscope attachments
of the "Vil'd" Company works (GAK-1, ARK-l) and the MVSh3 and MVT2
"gyroadapters" (developments of the All-Union Scientific Research Insti-
tute of Mine S'rveying, USSR). The MVSh3 and MVT2 gyroscope adapters [15]
have such a structural composition that the gyroscopic part is located under
the opticzl theodolite and is connected to a carrier. The MVSh3 sensitive
element has a cylindrical form, suspended in liquid, and centered on a pin
(like the .5ensitive element pictured in Fig. 14). The sensitive element
in the MVr2 gyroscope adapter has a torsion suspension. The MVT2 gyroscope
alapter is equipped with a photoelectric system for tracking twisting of
the torsion element. Both gyroscope adapters indicated have explosion-
proof configurations.

The MOM works gyroscope attachment differs principally from the model
TK and GAK gyroscope attachments in that with them observation of the
oscillations of the 3ensitive element and geodetic tying-in are carried
out by use of one and the same telescope. In the model TK and model GAI
gyroscope attachments these optical channels are separate. On the one
hand, this permits observation to be conducted independently of movemealt
of the '3, and on the other hand -- increases the number of parts in the
construction,with the help of which movement of the gyroscope spin axis is
transmitted by an optical system, reprcducing the equilibrium position of
the gyroscope spin axis on the terrain, which can introduce additional errors
into the measuring process.

1 The instrument can operat•e in such a configuration in an explosive gas
environment, for example, in fire damp surroundings, when electrical sparks
(in power supplies, gyroscope motors an.i others) may cause an explosion.
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The Gi-C2 gyroscope attac.,nent, which is a pendulun gyrotheedrilite
with torsion suspension in air, is depicted in Fig. 21. Observation of the
sensitive element oscillations is carried out by use of the theodolite
telescope, on which there are three posts 12 with nuts 'S for fastening
the gyroscope attachment housing. An optica. connection of the gyroscope
attachmnent and theodolite is created by use of base prism 8 for observa-
tion of tl- 43 oscillations. Prism 8 is made of glass with a low coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion. During observations of objects on the terrain,
the base prism is moved aside from the. theodolite telescope objective.
Construction of the gyroscope attachment 43 is similar to the construction
of the MOM works gyrotheodolite iiscussed earlier.

Electric power supply from connectinn 11 to the gyroscope attachment
is transmitted through current carrying terminals installed on posts 12.
In locked position, the gyroscope motor rec,'eives power from current feed
receptacle 1 through split hemispherical c.',rent feeds 2 (phases I and III)
and through the body (phase If). In unlockedi position (after starting the
gyroscope motor), electric energy is tzansmitted to the gyroscope motor
through current feed ribbon 3 9nd tozsion elemeýnt 4. In lockei position,
the torsion element is in a stressed co.-.:ition, created by springs 5
(Fig. 21a).

Flat parallel plate 7 is set in the bo•.tom of the H3 for observatirn
of azimuthal oscillations. A light beam fron. the light source goes through
measuring grid 15 and adjusting grid 16 and, !urthei!, through the flat
rarallel plate, the collimator objective and the base prism to the theodolite
,zlescope. Using the property of the flat parallel plate, there is a
parallel displacement of the outgoiax beam relative to the entering one.
The magnitude of this displacement depends on the angle at which the in-
coming beam falls; the greater the argl- of inclination of the beam from
normal to the entrance surface of tbh plate, the greater the displacement
of the exiting be&¶. Considering thdt the angle at Avhich the beam falls
will change duiring azimuthal oscillations of the H3, on the, exit edge c-
the plate this angle will correspond to the linear displacement of the
measuring grid. In this case, the focal length of the opticvl system is
such that the measuring grid will be observed in the telescope in a form
which is analogous to che form of the grid of the Gi-31 automatic -olli-
mator. Superposing of the thick marks of the measuring grid ditring ;'otation
of the theodolite alidade determines the position of the reversing points.

In locked status, the flat parallel plate is removed from the path of
the optical system beam, the image of the measuring grid is blurred an,'
the image of the regulating grid will be observed clearly in the field of
view of the telescope. Using the image of this grid, the optical axis of
the collimator is set in a position parallel to the optical axis of the
telescope, assuming that there are no errors in the base prism. This
setting is Lade by turning the gyroscope attach•ent housing by usc of
regulating screw 9. Systematic errors (corrections) connected with
different placements of the gyroscope attachment on the theodolitc and
with different thermal deformations of the gyroscope attachment and
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theodolite are eliminated fron the results of measuring by introduction
of this adjustment. The gyroscope attachment housing regul•ator for making
the optical axes of the telescope parallel and the cnllimator are back-
coupled, locking two independent structures (gyroscope attachment and
theodolite) into a single whole.

The Hungarian MOM optical works produces the Gi-Cl, Gi-C2, Gi-Di
and Gi-D2 gyroscope attachments. The Gi-Cl model is distinguished from
the Gi-C2 by the telescope optical system (the latest model has a dividing
prism). The Gi-C model gyroscope attachments are supplied with 34 v current
with a frequency of 410 hz; Gi-D model gyroscope attachments are supplied
with current of a frequency of 300 hz, which shortens the period of
oscillation by 20-30% and, consequently, the time required for determin-
ing the direction of a geographical meridian, but together with this
decreases the accuracy.

Two designs of the Viltd Company gyroscope attachinents are shown in
Fig. 22. The gyroscopic parts of both instruments are identical; the
difference concerns the theodolite part: in one case (GAK-I), the gyro-
scope attachment and theodolite are produced as independent structures,
and in the second ARK-l), the gyroscopic part and "...e theodolite are
united in a common structure. From the point of view taken above of
division of gyroscopic instruients into gyfotheodolites and gyroscope
attachments, the ARK-i belongs mere to the first by grouping the basic
parts together in construction out lets it be considered a gyroscope
attachment at the same time.

The GAK-I gyroscope motor casing 9 has %tamping plate 5 below, and
at the top tubular bar 12, on the upper part of which torsion element 14 is
fastened. Optical system II and gyroscope ma.k 10 are located in the bar.
Upper clamp 15 of the torsion element can be turned by use of screw 16 for
adjustment of the torsion element zero point position. The gyroscope unit
is locked by tightening pins 7 of the damping plate to lugs 8 by rotation
of screw rod 4. Whether the gyroscope is in locked or unlocked position
can be determined through the inspection window. Fastening of the whole gyro-
scope attachment to the theodolite is accomplished by cover nuts 3.
Starting and stopping of the gyromotor is carried out in locked position.
After unlocking, the gyroscope oscillates about the equilibrium position.
In view of the fact that the method of determining the equilibrium position
recommended by the company consists in observation of reversing points
without twisting the torsion element, the amplitude of oscillations must
be small (within the limits of the field of view of the scale). Regalation
of the amplitude of oscillations of the gyrcscope i.s accomplished by fric-
tion of spring leaf 6 of the locking mechanism on the damping plate pins.
After establishment of the required amplitude of oscillations, the spring
leaf is dropped down by the locking mechanism bar.

The gyroscope osciil.tions are observed through telescope 1, which
has scale 2 in the field of view, on which the gyroscope mark is projected.
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Fig. 22: Continued

Key: 3. Cever nut
4. Locking rod
S. Damping plate
6. Spring
7. Pin
8. Lug
9. Gyroscope motor
10. Gyroscope mark
11. Gyroscope optical system
12. Tubular bar
13. Window
14. Torsion element

& 15. Upper torsion element fastener
16. Regulating screws
17. Luminous mark

The ARK-l gyroscope unit differs hardly at all from the GAK-l.
The AMK-l instrument has a modifiel locking rod drive, has- luminous
mark 17 located on the up er part for sighting on the instrument from a
different poict.. and observation of the gyroscope unit oscillation can be
carried out simultaneously by two observers through eye-pieces A a;d B.

The model TK gyroscope attachments of the Fennel Company has a mode:
GAK-1 scheme; the TK-3 gyroscope attachment is priduced, in addition to
the usual variant, in explosion-prcof configuration.

The designs of gyroscopic instruments for determining the directicn
of geographical meridians on a fixed base considered above are the most
widely distributed. Careful consideration of designers' decisions clearly
show their principal aim: attain~ment of accuracy in a given size and

k weight of instrument. For this two principal routes must be considered:
first, increasing accuracy of operation (accuracy of ascertainment) of
the gyroscopic part itself and, second, increasing the accuracy of finding
positions of the gyroscope spin axes (or equilibrium position of oscilla-
"tions) and transfer of the pos'.tions found to the terrain.

In connection with this, it is advisable to consider the so-called
internal and external accuracy.

For internal accuracy of a gyrotheodolite, we will tunderstand the
deviation of a single moasurement from the average value obtained from a
given series of measurements. With the Gi-Bi gyrotheodolite, observation
of 24-30 reversing points are made in one continuous operation in the course
of 2.5-3 hr. Groups of four points are formed from the reversing point
readings, by which the direction of the geographical meridian is determined.
Approximately 1500 readings were processed in all, giving a mean direction
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of north, relative to which the errors of individual measurements were
distributed in the following manner [45]:

2_ (0 -;- 3)"

" )"a - !oo, -
61 ,9-- -0"n (elf• -.- a) - Ccr .

lie It follows from the results adduced that the bulk of the measurements
lie within the limits of ±66". At the same time, a measurement error ob-

Stained under actual conditions, that is, at different temperatures of the
surroundings, after moving, under varying durations of gyroscope motor
operations and so forth, and calculation of the relative direction of the
meridian, taken from astronomical observations, is about ±15". Such a
discrepancy is caused by a number of reasons, but the principal one of
them is instability of design elements "located" between the measuring axis
of the gyroscope and the optical axis of the theodolite telescope, by use of
which the direction determined with the gyroscope is transferred to the ter-
rain. The angular error between the gyroscope axes is called the instrumental
correction (the "constant" Gf the ilistrument, "constant" correction and
others). Let us consider, using the example of the design of the Gi-C2 (see
Fig. 21), the scheme of the development of these instrumental corrections,
assuming that the gyroscope spin axis lies exactly in the plane of the
meridian. Then the difference between the direction of north obtained
with the gyroscope and that previously known (astronomically) at a given
point on the terrain will introduce a systematic error, the instramental
correction, which depends on the angle of deviation between the incoming
and outgoing light beams in base prism 8, measured in the horizontal plane
(deviation of the light beams from parallelism) -- A,, from failure of the
optical axes to coincide during sighting on the measuring 1S and regulatinp
16 grids, which leads to angle A2, and from the angle between the normal
to flat parallel plate 7 and the rotor spin axis (more accurately, the
kinetic mcment vector) -- AV3

The instrumental correction is determined in this manner

A A A+A 2 +A
1 23

The principal causes of changes in correction A are thermal deformation
and material aging. Research shows that the stability of measurement is
20-30% poorer under field conditions than in the laboratory or in measure-
ments underground (in mine shafts) [45]. In the model Gi-B gyrotheodolite,

F where the number of component elements is greater than in the Gi-C, the
deviation in the correction during a change in temperature of surroundings
from -10C to +250 C may reach 30-40" in individual measurements with a
moan deviation of ±10" [37]. The correction does not remain cont.tant in
the course of a single start-up, since, in the time of observation (30min),
the condition of temperuture equilibrium will still not be reac1ed in
various parts of the gyrotheodolite.
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One example of increasing the stability of the instrumental correction
is shortening the optical beam path and the number of elements of construc-
tion. A diagram of the construction of a gyrotheodolito witb a torsion sus-
pension is given in Fig. 23, in which the automatic collimation system for
tracking the gyroscope unit is absent [46]. The role of these systems is ful-
filled by telescope 1 of the theodolite. Mirror 8 of sensitive element 6 is
fixed at an angle to the vertical axis, which permits observation of m)vement
of the sensitive element when the telescope is inclined around horizoptal
axis 2. Post 5, connecting the sensitive element mirror with the gyr.scope
unit, is made of glass with a small coefficient of thermal expansion. In
addition, the glass, having poor thermal conductivity, facilitates localiza-
tion of the effect of temperature and, consequently, thermal deformation of
measuring parts of the instrument in the period of a start-up.

All possible measures to insure the greatest mechanical and thermal
stability of the mutual locations of instrument elements are provided for
in actual construction of gy:ntheodolites. But, together with this, devel-
opment of methods of measurement which can materially increase the accuracy
of determinations has great significance. This is of particular concern to
engineering and geodetic work, which is carried out in a relative coordinate
system, where the principal condition for use of measuring instruments is
stability of their results for specified measurements (in a specified period
of time). In this sense, one may be guided by the internal accuracy of a
gyrotheodolite (gyroscope attachment), which, as many investigations show,
lies within the limits of a few angular seconds.

Prom considerations introduced above, of instruments for determining
the direction of a geographical meridian, ii may be found that, in recent
years, simultaneously with finding methods of increasing the accuracy of
operation, definite attention has been given to such questions as:

-- decreasing the time necessary for one determination,
-- increasing the reliability of measurement results,
-- eliminating calculating operations from the measuring process,
-- automation of the measuring process,
-- development of individual methods applicable to the instrument

-model and the kind of work being done.

Section 3. Two-degrees-of-freedom Gyrotheodol.tes

The basis of construction of two-degrees-of-freedom gyrotheodolites
lies in gyroscopes which have only twc degrees of freedom. Loss of one de-
gree of freedom in athr2e-degrees-of-freedom gyroscope gives it the ability
to establish vector H along the direction of the vector of the angular velo-
city with which its housing rotates. If the gyroscope housing is fixed to
the earth, the angular velocity of the base is the horizontal component of
the angular velocity of rotation of the earth, and vector H, being fixed
along the direction of the vector of this velocity, will indicate the direc-
tion of north.
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Key: 1. Automatic collimator telescope
2. Horizontal axis
3. Limb
4. Lower fastening of the torsion element
S. Glass (quartz) tubular post
6. Sensitive element
7. Housing
8. Sensitive element mirror
9. Torsion element
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Let us take some horizontal plane ,r";:, in which we locate the spin
axis of the rotor of a two-degrees-of-freedom gyroscope (Fig. 24). The
vector of the horizontal component w. of the angular velocity 0 of rotation
of the earth lies in this plane, and the vector of the vertical component
we of the angular velocity of rotation of Larth is directed perpendicular
to plane "F". The kinetic moment vector f of the gyroscope under consider-
ation, interacting with the angular velocities wr and we, creates two
gyroscopic moments, one of which is directed along the axis of rotation
of the gimbal (vertically up), and the second, perpendicular to the kinetic
moment vector in the horizontal plane. Under the a&ction of the first
gyroscopic moment, the gyroscope rotor spin axis will attempt to turn and
line itself up with horizontal component tw- of the angular velretity of
rotation of the earth. The second gyroscopic moment is cancelled by a
reaction in the bearings of the gyroscope suspension gimbals. The spin
axis of the gyroscope establishes itself in the direction of north in this
manner. This method of determining geographical meridians is simpler than
that used in pendulum gyrotheodolites, and it permits the direction of the
geographic meridian to be physically reproduced in the instrument.
However, putting the principle of the two-degrees-of-freedom gyrotheodolite
into practice encounters serious difficulties, for the frictional moment in
the bearings, the power supply mechanism moment and others must be less
than the gyroscopic moment to insure fixing the gyroscope rotor spin axis
in the plane of the meridian. To obtain an accuracy of operation which is
satisfactory from a geodetic point of view, the total of deleterious moments
on the suspension axes of such a gyroscope must be not greater than
2-10" 6g-cm. Attaining such a small moment is a difficult assignment;
therefore, keeping the principal scheme given in Fig 24 in the apparatus,
such methods of measuring can be used as showi the least effect of delete-
rious moments on the suspension axes. The basic contents of this method
consist in finding that position of the gyroscope rotor spin axis in which
the gyroscopic moment

., ".., (44)

attains the maximum value. This happens when the gyroscope axis is
located in the east-west plane (for an instrument located on the equator,
with kinetic moment H=10 3 g-cm-sec, M-max=7-I 2 g-cm). Finding the gyro-

scope axis position in which Mr-=-rnax thereby determines the position of

the east-west plane, the normal to which indicates the direction of north
at a g'*ven point on the ground. The English "PIN" gyrotheodolite (precision
meridian indicator PIN) is built by this scheme. Exterior casing Z, within
which is located housing 4 of gyroscope motor 5, is connected with vertical
axis 2 of theodolite 1 (Fig. 25). The gyroscope motor housing is herme-
tically sealed and fill with helium at close to atmospheric pressure. The
kinetic moment of the rotor H=2-10 3 g-cm-sec, the revolution rate is
24,000 rpm, and rotor diameter is 50 mm. The space between the gyroscope
motor housing and the exterior case (0.2 mm) is filled with a liquid which
provides buoyancy to the gyroscope motor and generates a damping moment.
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FE Fig. 24: Diagram of a two-degrees-of-freedom gyroscope

Key: a. Vector of earth's angular velocity of rotation
b. Vertical component of "a"

-c. North
i•d. Horizontal component of "a"

. lee. Kinetic moment vector

g. South

i The gyroscope motor housing can rotate inside the exterior case around the

vertical axis. The gyroscope motor horsing suspension is on pin bearings.
Pins 6 are made from tungstez. carbide and insets 8 of agate or ruby.
" Transmission of electrical energy is accomplished across silver band

• conductors 0.17 mm wide a.nd 0.012 mm thick. Position of the housing
relative to the exterior case is determined by use of angle sensor 7.
A external moment may be applied to the gyroscope motor housing axis
of rotation by using moment pick-up 10. The angle and moment pick-ups
are connected together across amplifier mechanism 9 in the tracking system
scheme. The medhanism being discussed is covered on the outside by case
11, which has thermal and magnetic shielding. Limb 12 is connected to
the theodolite. The interior volume of case 3 has a thermostat and the
temperature inside the case is he.ld at 71+-0.1*C. As long as this tempera-

S~ture is not reached, a blocking mechanism operates, which precludes making
S•measurements. This blocking system is excited by the parameters of the
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Key: 1. Theodolite

2. Vertical axis
3. Exterior housing
4. Gyroscope motor housing
S. Gyroscope motor
6. Pins

! 7. Angle sensor
I 8. Bearing (bushing)
! 9. Amnplifjer
! 10. Moment sensor
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measuring scheme, which are designed for quite definite coefficients of
damping, depending on the viscosity oi the liquid in a given instrument.
Therefore, obtaining stable results of measurement requires stability
in temperature and, consequently, in viscosity of the liquid. It takes
from S to 10 min to warm up the instrument, deptiding on the temperature
of the outside air; the instrument is designed to operate in the tem-perature range between -31C and +55*C (56].

After the instrument has warmed up and the speed of rotation of the
gyroscope rotor becomes constant, the measuring process begins. The
gyroscope rotor attempts to turn so that its axis coincides with the
vector of the horizontal component of the angular velocity of rotation

S" of the earth. This turning leads to the appearance of a signal from angle
sensor 7, which is amplified and sent to moment pick-up 10. The moment,
acting on axis 6, does not allow the gyroscope to rotate and simultaneouslyI shows its position relative to the meridian, since the magnittde of this
moment will be variable: when the rotor axis is located in the plane of
the geographical meridian, the moment will be equal to zero, and when
located in the east-west plane, the moment will be at a maximum. When
the gyroscope axis is directed along the north-south line and when
along the east-west line can be established by observing the electrical
measuring apparatus shown, which is included in the chain of formation
of the directing moment.

The movement of the suspension axis of the gyroscope under
consideration is written in equation form

"(45)

where I -- moment of inertia of housing 4 relative to axis 6;
c -- damping coefficient;
k -- amplification coefficient of amplifier 9;

7M- -- gyroscopic moment, see (44);
8 -- argle turned by the gyroscope relative to housing 3.

In order to insure the optimal nature of damping of the gyroscope
axis oscillations, moment kO should be variable, for which the amplification
coefficient k becomes a variable. Proceding from (45), we can obtain:

, ,- (46)

In the steady state (after damping of the oscillations)

o. (47)
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From the relations set forth it follows that the magnitude of the
coefficient of amplification k must be found by solving the differential
equation for the gyroscope. There is an analog computer which solves
Eq. (46) in the "1PIM1' control assembly for this. As applied to the
"PI" gyrotheodolite, the angle and moment sensors provide, in the steady
state, measurement of angle 8 within the limits of a few angular seconds.

The measuring process with the "PIM" gyrotheodolite consists in
determining the directioa in which the magnitude of the moment on sensor
10 will be maximun, by means of rotation of the theodolite together with
the gyroscope tbout the vertical axis. After the unknown position for the
gyroscope is found, all transition processes in the system must be allowed
to come to completion, which takes 2-3 min. Then a reading is made by
the theodolite limb, and a correction is subtracted from the limb reading,
using the measuring apparatus in the control assembly. This correction
facilitates fin~ding the maximum gyroscopic moment, In measuring with the
electrical measuring apparatus, two readings during clockhise rotation of
the theodolite limb and two readings during counterclockwise rotation
usually are made. for a given gyrotheodolite, as for pendulum instruments,
there is ar instrumental correction; the error in determining the direction
of a geographical meridian with ýhe "PIM" is 10-15"; convergence of the
results of measurement at one setting is 2-3"; the weight of the gyroscope
unit with the theodolite and tripod is 16.4 kg [56]. Examples of entries
during work with the "PIH" gyrotheodolite are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Instrumental correction A=I°17126'g

-By the instrument

Measurements By the limb Clockwise Counterclockwise

On the Angular On the Angular
scale equivalent scale equivalent

Aiming west 2700 10' 00" 3 1/4 -03' 15" 2 1/2 -02' 30"
Aiming east 90 00 00 4 3/4 -04 45 7 1/4 -07 1S

Total 360 10 00 -17' 45"
Average 180 05 00 -04' 26"
North 00 0S 00

Instrum~ental
correction 1 17 26

Approximate north 358 47 34
Average correction -00 04 26
True north 358 43 08
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In principle, determination of the east-west plane using a two-V degrees-of-freedom gyroscope is more advantageous than direct determg.na-
tion of the plane of the meridian, since in this case the deleterious
moments on the suspension axes have a weaker effect on the results of
measurement. In practice, however, to find the exact position of the
gyrcscope axes at which the gyroscopic moment is at a maximum is also
a sufficiently complicated problem, since the gyroscope is a dynamic
system and the angle turned by the gyroscope stays equal to the angle
turned by the theodolite only after completion of the transition pzocess.
Lack of the possibility of determining the maximum gyroscopic moment

t directly when turning the gyrotheodolite leads to the necessity for
introducing supplementary reading mechanisms and taking no fewer than
four readings and the maximum agreement among which, as follows from
Table 1, reaches -5'.

Finding the maximum gyroscopic moment, it is necessary to create a

maximum restoring moment. The incoming signal to the moment sensor is the
angle turned by the gyroscope gimbal axis, and in the ideal case the maximum
moment must be at a zero angle turned. In actual conditions, this angle
reaches several seconds, which is a direct error of the instrument. All
this leads to the principal specific technical difficulties in constructive
fulfillment of the idea.

Therefore, construction of gyrotheodolites which determine the line
of the meridian directly also is of great interest. The diagram of a
two-degrees-of-freedom gyrotheodolite is presented in Fig. 26 where
sensitive element 7 is suspended in liquid and its orientation relative
to housing 2 is carried out by use of low-moment torsion leaf 9. The
sensitive element i . a hermetically sealed housing within which rotor
5 rotates. Under the action of the horizontal component of the vector of
angular velocity of rotation of the earth a gyroscopic moment appears,
which attemits to bring the gyroscope rotor spin axis to the plane ot the

geographical meridian which crosses the position of the gyrotheo-
• •dolite. The gyroscope meets a counteraction by the torsion suspension dur-

ing its movement to the plane of the meridian. To compensate for the
twisting moment of the torsion suspension, the angle turned by the gyro-
scope and subsequunt turning of the torsion fastening point is carried out,
using automatic collimator system 3, by turning gimbals 8, which are con-
nected with the moving part of the theodolite. At some position of gimbal 8,
t.hen the movement of the gyroscope has ceased, the automatic collimator

1 -- from prism 4 coincides with the zero mark on the automatic collimator
• - .In this position, the angle to which the torsicn element is twi3ted
"i s -ne4 ly zero, and the gyros~ope spin axis is located close to the geo-
"-.. al meridian. Since t.e goniometer part of theodolite 1 is connected
with gimbals 8, the theodolite indicates the direction of north. Tracking
the angle of twisting of the torsion member may be accomplished visually, but
this prucess may be automated. For this, the light beam reflected from
prism 4 is transformed into an electric current by use of an optical-elec-

a tronic system. The current is amplified by amplifier 6 and is transmitted
further to adjusting motor 10. The motor rotates gimbal 8 through a
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reducing gear during such time us the electric signal
input to amplifier 6 does not diminish to zero, hthich will witness to the
setting of the telescope optical axis on the meridian [23].

Let us make up the equation for motion of the gyrotheodolite under.
consideratio", for which w:'o will assume that the kinetic moment vector H
of the gyrotheodolite is in the horizontal plane and inclineu from the
direction of the meridian Wy angle ._..' --.-.- /. (see Fig. 26, b).
Then, under ;he action of horizontal wr and vertical we components of the
angular velocity of rotation of the earth, a gyroscopic moment arises,
which gives rise to precession of vector H. This precession counteracts
torsion moments ka (around the vertical axis) and xO (around the horizon-
tal axis), daixping moments co and ca (damping coefficient,.for simplieitY
taken as equal in both channels) and moments of inertia Iýa and IxB.
In accordance with the diagram of coordinate axes (sae Fig. 26, b ) the
equation for movement of a gyrothecdolite, assuming all angles are insig-
nificant, will be:

C" c.1..,.. I: ---.,.. - .0
.:,( -'" (48)

These equations are true for ccses when the angular position of the
torsion elements relative to the position of the gyrotheodoJite re-
mains fixed.

Taking into account that when carrying out measurements, the torsion
element fastening brackets turn together with gimbals 8, the moment from
twisting of the torsion element around the vertical axis will be determined
precisely with the automatic collimating system (by angle ak). For the
design shown in Fig. 26, c, the automatic collimator permits detection of
angular shifts from one angular second up; the total rigidity of
the two torsion elements k=O.3 g-cm. Assuming that the translational pro-
cess of a gyrotheodolite comes to an end, from (48) we find:

,. * (49)

Given the angle of elevation of the gyroscope rotor spin axis above
the plane of the horizon, the necessary rigidity of the torsion element
x can be determined from the second equation. The accuracy of operation of
the gyrotheodolite may be decided by the first equation.

If the angle icrned by the gyroscope spin axis o is equal to its ini-
tial position relative to the direction of the meridian (a 0 ), the gyroscope
spin axis will be directed towards the north. Therefore, the difference
(ao-a' determines the accuracy of setting of the gyroscope spin axis
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relative to the plane of the geographic meridian.

From Eq. C49) we have:

o 2

For the construction in Fig. 26, c, kinetic mcment Hal.5.lO3g-cm-sec,
then for latitude *-60o

S ,• -A% - m:=_--. 7 ".

T~king into account that an additional moment from the residual angle
of twisting of the torsion elements is another deleterious moment, the
magn.iade of the error should double.

One of the variants in construction of a two-degrees-of-freedom
gyrotheodolite with torsion suspension is presented in Fig. 26, c. The
gyroscope motor is installed in hermetic casing 16 of the sensitive element,
suspended on torsion elements 13. The tension on the torsion suspension is
adjusted with screw 14. Glass 11 is a supporting element of construction
which permits attainment of a high coaxial alignment of the upper and
lower axes. Power is supplied to the gyromotor across low-moment current
leads. Adjusting nuts 15 are intended for balancing the H3. Photocell 12
controls the turning of the casing by motor 18 through a dynamic amplifier.
Valve system 17 with a filter permits compensation for changes in pressure
inside the apparatus, which are excited bý temperar" e changes. The TB-1
theodolite is used 3s the azimuth disk part. The time for completiý-n of
the translational process of the automatic turning system of the theodolite
to the direction of the geographical meridian is Fbout 3 min.

The two gyrotheodolites under consideration determine the direction
z.f the geographical meridian in the following manner: in the first case,
by construction in the horizontal plane o= a normal to the east-w,.st plane;
in the second -- by finding a line lying in the horizontal plane and
directed to the north. In addition to these versions, one more scheme for
finding the plane of the geographical meridian can be constructed by use
of the two-degrees-of-freedom gyroscopes, when the inknown plane is deter-
'lined by two lines radiating from one noint: vertical lines and lines
situated in the plane of the meridian and forming an arbitrary angle with
the plane of the horizon. Construction with an instrtmnent of the vertical
lineF is accomplished physically with u pendulum, and the lines in the
plane of the meridian, by use of a two-degrees-of-freedom gyroscope.
For this, the gyroscope rotor spin axis is situated vertically, and the
"axis of rotation of the interior gimbal, horizontally. Then the inter-
action of vector H with the ang.O .r velocity oi rotation of earth ?T causes
a deflection of the gyroscope spin axis from the vertical direction in the
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Fig. 26: Gyrotheodolite float7ng on torsion elements (GPT)

SKey: a. Diagram 3f principles
:• b. Coordinate axes
•, c. Construction

1. Theodolite 7, Sensitive element

2. Housing 8. (gimbal
3. Optical system 9. :orsion element
4. Sensitive element prism 10. Adjusting motor
S. •yroscope motor 11. Glass
6. Amplifier 12. Photocell
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Fig. 26: Continued

Key: 13. Torsion element 16. Hermetic casing
14. AdjutLing screw 17. Valves
15. Balancing weight 18. Motor
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Fig. 27: Gyrotheodolite on two torsion elements with vertical
spin axis

Key: 1. Exterior housing
2. Gyroscope motor housing
3. Torsion element
4. Angle sensor
S. Motor
6. Angle sensor
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plane of the meridian. Obviously, this inclination will occur only in
case the suspension axis of the gyroscope lies in the east-west plane.
Since the task of any gyrotheodolite is to find the meridional or east-
west plane, then the usual scheme of the two-degrees-of-freedom gyro-
scope, requiring knwledge of the position these planes, cannot be used
in the method under consideration. In the version of co.3tructive
implementation of the given method described below, the necessity for
previous knowledge of the east-west plane is eliminated.

Let us consider the constructive system of an apparatus (Fig. 27)
in which housing 1 is filled with a heavy liquid and gyroscope motor casing
2 is installed inside in a hermetic structure. Orientation of the gyro-
scope motor housing relative to the casing is accomplished by use of two
torsicn elements 3, the angle of twisting of which is measured by the
angle sensor 4. Housing 1 is set to rotating with a constant speed about
the vertical axis by motor S. The angle turned by the casing around the
vertical axis is measured by angle sensor 6.

The kinetic moment vector of the gyroscopic me..ianisms under considera-
tion always attempt to coincide with the vector of angular velocity of
rotation of the earth, but in practice this matching does not happen, since
moments on the part of the torsion elements are proportional to the angle
turned by the gyroscope about the horizontal axis. Therefore, the gyro-
scope will incline only towards vector 7.1. The magnitude of angle of
inclination of the gyroscope B will be determined by the equality of gyro-
scopic moment Mr and torsion moment Mtor:

.,.: .Mr (51)

Torsion moment
Ail,o =' 0,

"• '~ (52)

where k is the rigidity of the two torsion elements.

In view of the face- that the angular velocity vector W. is always
found in the plane of t..; meridian and that the azimuthal location cf the
line of the torsion element fastening points (axis XX) changes, the angle
of deflection of the gyroscope will also be different. Let us designate
the minimum rigidity of the torsion elements (along the line of their
fastening points) across k1 , then:

1. -- k-, -I- k,,sin . (53)

where k0 is the value of the rigidity of the torsion elements, changingwith the angle turned by the gyroscope;

a is the angle tu-ned by the gyroscope about the vertical axis,
calculated from the north-south line.
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Taking into accoLmt (52) and (53), from (51) we find:

where M, -- H1. cos ?.

I

Imparting a positive rotation to the gyroscope around the vertical
axis, we find that angle 0 changes periodically: when a=O the angle
turned by the gyroscope around the torsion elements is at a maximun,
and when ac- this angle is quite insignificant. Noting the reading on

the theodolite limb at which the angle of inclination of the gyrcscope
about the horizontal axis reaches a maximum, the same is the determina-
tion of the direction of the geographical meridian at a given point on
the ground.

Originally, the torsion element with a two-degrees-of-freedom
gyroscope was used in a gyrotheodolite, developed by the Italian company
Filotecnica Salmoiraghi s. p. A. [55].

Gyroscope rotor 4 with vertical spin axis suspended on torsion
element 3, in most cases insures obtaining a gyroscope with three degrees
of freedom (Fig. 28). However, besides the axis of proper rotation, the
two other degrees of freedom are restricted. Inclination of the gyroscope
rotor spin axis from the vertical will cause a deformation of the torsion
element and, consequently, the appearance of an opposing moment; in addition,
inclination of the gyroscope from the vertical positicn causes the appear-
ance of a pendulum moment. Therefore, not withstanding the apparent free-
dom of movement of the gyroscope relative to three axds, it works like a
two-degrees-of-freedom gyroscope, that is, it attempts to match its kinetic
moment vector with the vector of the external angular velocity. Weight 5,
which forms a physical pendulum, is located beside gyroscope on exact-
"ly the same kind of suspension. The gyroscope axi-: ad the pendulum axis
form a plane, which may be the plane of the meridian wnder the conditions
described above. The gyroscope axis, shifting from the vertial direction
towards the angular velocity vector of earth's rotation, slowýy performs
damping oscillations arotnd the equilibrium position. These oscillations
take place in the plane of the geographical meridian. Consequently, in
determining the plane in which the gyroscope spin axis oscillates, we
determine the direction of the geographical meridian itself. For finding

* this plane, the optical line connecting the gyroscope with the pendulum
may be used, reproducing the oscillation of the gyroscope in the field of
view o. telescope 2, which is firmly connected to casing 6 of the gyro-
theodolite. The position of the gyroscope in the telescope field of view
is defirved by a mark, and of the pendulum by a bisector. When the gyro-
scope motor is not working, owing to turnin;g of the housing of the
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Fisg. 28: Gyrotheodol-ite on one torsion element with vertical rotor

spin axis

Key: a. Diagram of gyroscope and physical pendulum
Sb. Diagram with two gyroscopes

c. Field of view

1. Theodolite 6. Exterior housing
2. Telescope 7. Worm gear
3. Torsion element 8. Pendulum bisector
4. Gyroscope 9. Gyroscope mark

5. Pendulum. 10. Second gyroscope

-'• gyrotheodolite around the vertical axis, by use of worm gear 7, gyroscope

mark 9 is aixed symmetrical relative to pendulum bisector 8 (Fig. 28, c).
Aftbr starting up the gyroscope rotor, the gyroscope axis oscillates in the
plane of the meridian. If the initial orientation of the gyroscope housing

(pendulum bisector) were exactly in the direction of the mid-day linen the
" g4roscope mark would oscillathe bisector marks in the telescope
gofield of view. au the initial orientation were approxifate, a sideways

component in the movemetn of the mark relative to the bisector would

appear. Two extreme positions of tohe mark in the presenc of a sideways
component of movement are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 28, c. Turping the

(pengyrotheodolite housing, and together with it the pendulum bisector,
achieves a position in which the gyroscope mark oscillates only along the

bisector mairnts. Considering that the optical axis of the telescope
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is parallel to the bisector marks, the position of the telescope reproduces
the direction of the geographical meridian at a given point on the ground
in the instrument. Ter, 'n objects may also be observed by use of tele-
scope 2. Sighting on ,jme object on the terrain (or special installa-
tion), the image of which is projected on the optical axis, the direction
of the geographical meridian may be "anchored" on the earth's surface.
In addition sighting theodolite telescope 1 on some object, the direction
of the meridian at a given point on the ground is transmitted to the
azimuth disk and may be read subsequentiy from any selected direction.

Fig. 28, a shows only the principal scheme of the gyrotheodolite being
discussed. The use of two gyroscopes having opposite directions of rota-
tion of the rotor (Fig. 28, b) is proposed, with the aim of practical
realization of an increase in accuracy of operation. The gyroscopes tham-
selves are placed in a heavy liquid, which has a slight positive buoyancy
for this use. The static picture is left as before in the field of vision
of the telescope. When the gyroscope motors are operating, not only the
mark, but the bisector, oscillates. By turning the gyrotheodolite housing,
a position is reached in which the transverse movement of the marks is absent.

The magnitude of the displacement of tie gyroscope mark relative to the
vertical marks has a considerable reflection on the accuracy of determining
the plane of the meridian. Disregarding the twisting moments of the torsion
element, the equilibrium position of the gyroscope will b. determined by the
equality (55)-Mr-MM, 55

where Mr=HfMcosý, the gyroscopic moment;
MI= PlsinS, the pendulum restoring moment;
P, the weight of sensitive element 10;
1, length of the torsion element;
8, angle turned by the gyroscope spin axis, calculating from the

vertical direction.

The approximate linear displacement of the 43 can be fcund from the
relation

S = I s:n q. (56)

"Substituting the relations presented in (55), we obtain:

S = -F Cos ? .(5 T)

In this equation (58)

" , r (59)
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Substituting Eq. (58) and (59) in (57), thare will be the following
'relation:

I, .. "

where w Su tangular velocity of proper rotation of the rotor;
r -- inertial radius;
m -- gyroscope rotor mass;

Pr " weight of the gyroscope rotor;
g -- acceleration of gravity.

This equation shows that, for selection of a necessary value of
displacement S for given rotor parameters, the relation between the weight
of the gyroscope and the weight of the entire L-3 can be varied. It is
found that the weight of the L3 must be less than the weight of the gyro-
scope for acceptable gyroscope parameters in practice. To insure this
condition, the sensitive element is installed in a liquid, matching the
specific gravity of the latter and the volume of the 43.

Two-degrees-of-freedom gyrotheodolites have considerably less
distribution than pendulum gyrotheodolites, but the potential simplicity
of automating the mevasuring process opens wide perspectives to them,
especially in investigating azimuthal deformations of heavy engineering
works.

Section 4. Gyrotheodolites with spherical gyroscopes (with spherical
gyroscope suspension)

Use of the property of free gyroscopes of retaining the direction
their axes in space permits determinatioin of the position of the east-
west plane. Realization of this method in instruments is possible only
by using gyroscopes with spherical suspension. At the present time several
models of spherical gyroscope suspensions are known; howevec, only aero-
dynamic (gas) suspensions have practical use now. The spher:.cal gyroscope
(Fig. 29) consists of two basic parts: rotating cup 1 and rotating sphere
2, slightly elevated above cup I by gas pressure, which provides a clear-
ance between the cup and sphere. The cup ie rotated by an electric mctor
and thi- rotation is transmitted to the sphere by the viscosity of the
gas.

At the initial moment we will assume that the axis of rotation of
the bowl and axis of rotation of the sphere coincide (the sphere rotates
about the axis of cylindrical hole 3). .n the next instant, the cup,
together with the earth, shifts relative to space and, consequently,
relative to the axis of tht. sphere (gyroscope). Anagle a, which lies in
the east-west plane, appears between the axis of the sphere and the
axis of the cup as a result of this. A moment component, directed per-
pendicular to the kinetic moment vector H, appears as a consequence of
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Fig. 29: Diagram of a gyrotheodolite with spheizical
suspension

Key: a. Kinematic diagram
b. Coordinate axes
c. Vector diagram

1. Cup
2. Bali
3. Cylindrical hole

this angle. This component is directed in such a way that precession of
the sphere axis arises in the east-west plane following the cup axis
(around the vertical of the site). Despite the movement of the sphere
"after the cup, angle a maintains a definite magnitude, necessary for the
creation of just this movement. The magnitude of this concordant angle
depends on the value of the horizontal component of the angular velocity
of rotation of the earth (that is, on the latitude of the place) and on
the strength of the aerodynamic interaction of the gas layer between
the sphere and cup. After starting the rotation of the sphere (at a
given latitude) concordant angle a appears and begins to increase, but
hith the increase in the concordant angle, the angular velocity of preces-
sion of the sphere increases. Only when the speed of precession of the
sphere becomes equal to the angular velocity of rotation of the cup, does
angle a stop changing. If the strength of the aerodynamic interaction is
stable in the apparatus, the magnitude of angle a may be a characteristic
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of the latitude of the point on the earth's srxface at which the spherical
gyrotheodolite is located.

Let us formi an equation for movement o'.: a spherical gyrotheodolite,
for which wo assume that two external moments act on the gyroscope: mo-

ments M&, directed from east to west, and. M, directed initially from
north to south (see Fig. 29, b). In a sIort time the gyroscope axis
inclines at angles a and 8 under the action of these moments, and
in consequence of this inclination corrective moments MK and MKx

appear, attempting to restore vector T to the initial position. In
accordance with the coordinate axis diagram, equations for movement
of a spherical gyroscope, on the assumption that angles a and 0 aru trivial,
will have the following form:

, "(61)

In these oquations the correcting moments

:.'. •~ '-.,

(62)

where k. is the proportionality coefficient.

If tha external moments, which have an insignificant magnitude for
the gyroscopes under consideration, are disregardod, and the nutational
oscillations are not ac...ounted for, Ea. (61) take the form:

(63)

"(6 4)

The solution of Eq. (63) is written in the following form:

(6S)

from which the fixed value of the angle of inclination of the sphere from
the axis of the cup turns out to be

|= I|
yc 77:1... r

or

4C. (66)
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In the equations cited [17, 51]

(67)

where R -- radius of the sphere,
-- viscosity of the supporting gas;

v -- clearance between sphere and cup;
X-- relative angular velocity of the sphere and cup.

Assuming in (66) that H, fl and k. are constant, we obtain a relation
between the angle of inclination of the sphere axis ay0 . and the latitude
of the point where the gyrotheodolite is located.

The proportionality coefficient kw plays a basic role in the operation
of a gyroscope with spherical suspension and, as follows from (66), to
increase angle aYCT it is necessary to decrease kw. But decreasing coeffi-
cient kw leads to a delay in the translational process, which follows from
(65). Therefore, an arbitrary change of kw is inadmissable, and its mag-
nitude must be chosen from a combined consideration of the dynamic and
static characteristics of the instrument. Practically, as follows from
[54], k. has a relatively high value. In order tu decrease coefficient
kw, the cup has mininum dimensions: the central angle of inclusion is a
little larger than n in order to protect the sphere from falling out of
the cup when it is inclined (Fig. 30). The so-called inverted scheme of
spherical gfroscope (see Fig. 32) is conformed to for the purpose of de-
creasing coefficient kw. Let us examine the set-up of the gyrotheodolite
with a spherical gyroscope [52].

The axis of rotation of cup 8 of the gyrotheodolite (see Fig. 30)
is fixed in the vertical position by use of levels S and is rotated byi• electric motor 11. The cup axis of rotatiun has holes 10, by which air
under prezsure of -1 atm is fed to cavity 7, which is Ulosed off by elastic
membrane 9. Air is fed from this cavity through jets 12 under sphere 4
and lifts it slightly as a result of which there is a clearance between
sphere and cup of -25 microns. The cup has cylindrical hole 6, owing to
which it always rotates around only a single axis, which almost coincides
with the axis of this hole. Mirror 15 is located above the cylindrical
hole, and is used to observe the movement of the sp& .o and to measure
angle CyCT" In the apparatus under consideration, J :termination of the
east-west plane is carried out automatically by use of a photoelectric

{ tracking system. A two-channel automatic collimator 16 determines the
direction and value of inclination of housing 2 of the instrument relative
to the sphere and sends a corresponding signal through amplifier 14 to
azimuthal turning motor 13. As a result of this turning, telescope 1 will
be oriented to the north. The automatic collimator cqn count off the
geograpbical latitude of the place where the instrurent is located simul-
taneously with the azimuth direction,using electrical measuring apparatus
3.
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The t.wo-channel automatic collimator is made according to the optical
system of D. D. Maksutov. A pencil of light from mi~niature lamp 2
reflacts from the mirror surfaces of lenses 3 and I and, further, through

Sthe transparent part of dividing pyramidal prism 4, reaches mirror surface
S9 of correcting lens 6 (Fig. 31, a). The light pencil reflects from it

_ i onto the lower mirror surface of lens S, from where, going through correct-
Sing lens 6, it is formed into a parallel beam w•d falls on mirror 7,

which is fastened to sphere 8. Reflecting from this mirror, the betm
2falls on smooth side 11 o prism 4 and further on photocell 10. Two

cases of the position of the housing op e he instruent relative to the
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east-west plane are shown schematically in Fig. 31, b and c. In '.he precise
location of the measuring plane of the instrument in the east-west piano
(Fig. 31, b), light reflected from mirror 7 illuminates only one (western)
photocell 10, the magnitude of the signal from which is proportional to the
geographic latitude. If the measurement plane of the instrument is located
at some angle to the east-wes,. plane of earth, light reflected from miz.:or
7 will fall on the "northern" 12 or on the "southern" 13 photocell. In the
case shown in Fig. 31, c, the "southern" photocell is illuminated, and t'e
electric signal from it will be further amplified *nd then sent to the
azimuth motor. This motor turns the instrument housing relative to the.
sphere and, consequently, the automatic collimator, in such a way that
the signal from photodiode 13 will equal zero (analogous to Fig. 31, b).
In the variant under consideration, the gyrotheodolite has the following
parameters [54]: the top is made of steel; the spherel, with a diameter
of -62 mm made of quartz or ceramic, rotates with a speed -600 sec- 1 ;
accelerating time of the sphere is about 1 min; time for completion of the
displacement process (establishing angle aycT), about 7 min; error in deter-
mination of the meridian ±24".

In a gyrotheodolite with an inverted spherical gyroscope, cup 1 of
gyroscope rotor 3 covers rotating sphere 2 (Fig. 32). This sphere and
its connected housing 5 are rotated by electric motor 6. The rotating
sphere and the cup of the rotor have channels through which air moves tv
form an air film, providing freedom of rotatio.,- of the rotor. The gyro-
theodolite has azimuthal turning motor 7, which is directed by a photo-
electric tracking system. Light source 9, photocells 8 and thN gyroscone
rotor, the lateral surfaces of which are made in the form of a .uany-sidud
mirror, are perts of this photoelectric azimuth tracking system. Light
source 9 and photocells 8 are situated in the meridional plane. The
analogous optical-electronic system is fastened in the east-west plane
and is used to obtain the geographical latitude by measurement of the
value of angle aCT.

A diagram of an azimuthal photoelectric system is presented in Fig. 53,
a, and a latitudinal in Fig. 33, b. If the measuring plane of the gyro-
theodolite, with which light, source 1 and photocells 2 are connected, is
oriented strictly to the north,alight beam reflected from rotor 3 will not
lead tu the appearance of an electrical signal in the measuring circuit
(see Fig. 33, a). in this case, tha beam from the light source falls on
that point of the rotor across which in imagination the axis of apparent
drift of the gyroscope rotor passes. If the measurement plane of the gyro-
theodolite is situated at an angle. to the meridional plane, the point where
the light beam fall.. lies at some distance from the "axis of apparent
rotation" of the gyroscope rotor, as a result of which the beam reflected
on the photocell is displaced relative to its initial position nnd causes
the appearance of an electrical signal which is proportional to the

1 In operation [54], it has been shown that, in actual construction of the
gyrotheodolite, a body of somewhat different form, nearly geoidal, can be
used in place of the sphere.
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the indicator and, further on, tnrough the amplifier, the azimuth motor,
which corrects the azimuthal orientation of the gyrotheodolite housing.

For measuring the geographic latitude, a diffei ant pair is used,
"illuminator 4 and receiver 5," located diametrically opposit4 from the
azimuthal pair, "illuminator I and receiver 2" (see Fig. 33, b). W-n

the plane of rotor 3 is located horizontally, illuminator 4 and phc ýcel.1
i are set in such G way that there is no electrical signal in the m, "ur-

ing circuit. In operating status, the gyrotheodolite housing, together
with the il inae oto r 8.d p hotoellative to the gyro-

scope; this azgular displacev,-nt causes a shift in the reflected light
rbeam and the appearance oo Tn electrical signal. The magnitude oe this

Swsihnal ic proportional to the relatation of -he oicothodolite g.ro-
Fscope, whic depends - its turn on the latitude of the point where the

instrument is located on the earth. The electrica signal is transformed
into a value of the oalgraphic laitide coang ed off by indicator 6.
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During operation of a spherical, gyrotheodolite on a mobile ba•se,verticalization of the axis of rotation of the gyroscope motor is carried
out automa•tically, and signals characteristic o-F the azimuth and latitude
are used for navigattional purposes [5)].
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Section S. Gyroscopically Stabilized Platforms Operating like a Gyroscopic
Compass (Gyrotheodolite)

SBefore setting inertial surveying equipment in motion, pr'or to
starting an airplane or other flying machine, the gyroscopic system which
is irs'.allcd in it must be oriented relative to a given direction, of

§ - which the most widely used are the direction of the rmeridian and the
direction of the vertical (57].

Let us examine the orientation of the gyroscopic inst;rument in the
direction a geographical meridian. Most widespread are the gyrotheodolite
method and the method )f tying-in by "remote landmarks'; when the inertial

* surveying equipment or airplane is fixed over a point for which the
azimuth to the remote object is known.

Taking into account a substantial increase in accuracy in manufacture
of gyroscopic systems, many kinds of gyroscopic systems have appeared in
recent years, which are capable of operating, for example, like a gyroscopic
compass, a directional gyroscope or a gyromagnetic cmpass [26]. There
is a definite interest in two-mode-of-operation inertial gyroscopically
stabilized platforms, which are transferred to a gyrocompass mode of opera-
tion before starting (beginning of movement) [58].

Let us consider a tri-axial gyroscopically stabilized platform, on
which th.-'ue two-degrees-of-freedom gyroscopes, with kinetic moments H,
Hn, and HE, and two accelerometers An and A&, capable of mrasuring the
inclination relative to axes n and &, are installed (Fig. 34). These
accelerometers, together with the gyroscopes which have kinetic moments
It and H&, form a system for bringing the interior platform to a horizontal
position. If, for example, for some reason or other the interior platform
turns around axis n, this inclination will be measured by accelerometer An
and a corresponding electrical signal will be sent to momcnt sensor DMn.
The interaction of this kinetic moment with the moments generated by the
indicated sensor DMn leads to the appearance of precession of the entire
platform around axis n, as a result of which the inclination mentioned
above is removed. The connection between accelerometer and moment sensor,
as between other elements, is accomplished through amplifiers (they are
not shown in Fig. 34). Let us observe that, for operation wider field
conditions in a fixed location, the base accelerometers can be replaced
by high-accuracy electrical levels.

In addition to a system for making it horizontal, the platform under
consideration is equipped with an unloading system (compensation for exter-
nal moments on the stabilizing axis) [4, 21].

Let us consider the gyrocompass mode of operation, "or which we
assume that kineti_- moment vector H& makes some ingle a . th the horizontal
component vector wr of the angular speed of rotation of the earth. Then,
vector NHe, in accordpnce with the gyroscopic moment rule (the rule of
N. E. Zhukovskiy), will attempt to match itself with vector w,- and, after
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a short time, an electrical signal will form on angle sensor DUC, which
will be fed to stabilizing motor DSC after amplification. This motor
causes the platform to turn around axis C, which will be sensed by accel-
erometer AC. The signal from th'Ls accelerometer is transmitted to moment
sensor DMIofthe system for bringing the platform to the horizontal and
to moment sensor Mt. of the azimath setting system. Kinetic moment "96

i,:eracting with the moment generated by sensor RM4, causes the gyros-.upic
platform to turn around the vertical axis. This turning will be continued
as long as vector H; is not parallel to vector w., that is, does not
indicate the direction of the geographical meridian.

Section 6. Vibrating Gyrotheodolites

Develop-.hnt of means of autonomous determination of the direction of
a geographical meridian is taking different routes. The basic aims of this
development are to increase the speed of action and accuracy of operation,
and to decrease the weight of the iitstr~ment and the consumption of elec-
trical energy. Here, kiown methods of reaching solutions are being
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improved and new methods are being developed.

If the basis for operation of the usual gyroscopic structures lies
in the use of the inertial property of a rapidly rotating mass, a
piezoceramic cylinder uses the property of a rapidly vibrating mass as
the basis of operation. Such instruments have received the name of
vibrating gyroscopes.

Various constructive schemes for creation of a vibrating mass are
known [4]. The diagram for a tuning fork model of vibrational gyroscope
is given in Fig. 35. Stimulating electromagnet 8 serves to put the blades
of tuning fork 7 into continuous vibrational motion. The windings of these
electromagnets are supplied with alternating current from amplifier 1,
into which is fed a signal from tuning fork blade vibration sensor 6.
The tuning fork equipped with such a system of stimulating elestrcnagnets
and sensors will vibrate with a natural frequency determined by its physi-
cal constants. In this case, vibrations will be tmndamped, with constant
amplitude, since the loss of energy is regularly .ade up by the stimula-
ting electromagnets.

The action of external angular velocity n causes a torsional vibration
of stem 5, which is converted into an electrical signal by use of lug 4,
moving in the inter-pole gap of torsional vibration sensor 3. The
signal eceived is amplified and equalized with the amplified tuning fork
signal. The phase of the signal from torsional vibration sensor 3 is
determined by the direction of movement of the lug relative to its ioles;
the phase of the signal from tuning fork blade vibration sensor 6 is deter-
mined by the direction of movement of the tuning fork blades (receding or
approaching). As a result of transmission of both signals, phase discrimi-
nator 2 forms a direct current signal, the polarity of which determines the

S- direction of the angular velocity vector, and the magnitude of which deter-
mines the speed. The "Vibrogiro" instrument for measuring small angular
velocities was manufactured on the basis of use of the gyroscopic effect
-of a vibrating mass (Westingh-use, Pittsburgh, USA) [34]. The "Vibrogiro"
is a thin-walled, hollow cylinder of baritm-titanium piezoceramic, the
height ana exterior diameter of which is 13 mm. This cylinder is attached
in such a way that its butt-ends remain free and, under the action of an

applied voltage, vibrate in a r-,Aial direction with a frequency of 1000 khz.
Under the action of the a,,gulai ocity of the base on which the piezo-
ceramic vibrating cylinder is mnted, a piezoelectric signal arises in the
latter, the magnitude of which is proportional to the angular velocity.
Setting the measuring axis :-f the cylinder in the horizontal plane and
measuring the horizonal component of the angular velocity of rotation of
the earth, a position of the cylinder can be found in which its reading axis
will indicate the dx.retion of the geographical meridian. The virtues of
the "Vibrogiro" are absence of moving parts, small size and weight, insig-
rificant consumption of eleztric energy and rapid action.

Thie accuracy of operation of the vibrating gyroscopes still is
insufficient for development of instruments based on them for geodetic
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Fig. 35: Kinematic diagram of a vibrating gyroscope

Key: 1. Amplifier S. Stem
2. Phase discriminator 6. Vibration sensor
3. Torsional --ibration 7. Tuning fork blades

sensor 8. Stimulating electro-
4. Lug magnets

a. Angular velocity vector of earth rotation

purapoies. However, their potential arouses a definite interest, especially
the absence of the necessity for having bulky and heavy batteries. The
angular velocity which can be measured with tuning fork gyroscopes at the
present time is -(1-0.5)'lO-5 sec-1 [20].

Section 7: Optical Gyrotheodolites

A method of determining the speed of rotation of a base using two
light beams moving toward each other, as proposed by Michelson, theoreti-
cally permits the detection of very small angular velocities. However,
for practical achievement of a mechanism capable of measuring a velocity
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less than the angular velocity of the earth requires considerable size to
g a perceptible difference in the paths of the light beams. For example,
Mi •helson had a large, rectangular area of 60 M2 and a small one of 33 m2
(Fig. 36, a). A different method of obtaining the -,cessary difference
in paths of the beams is multiple passages through L. loop of small dimen-
sions. But, in this case, there will be a gradual weakening of the light
beam by reflection from the mirrors, and it may turn out that, in attain-
ing the necessiry path difference, all of th2 energy of the light beam
will be lost.

The use of quantum generators (lasers) permits the regular replenish-
ment of the loss uf light, owing to the stimulated emission effect. A
circular quantum optical generator can be used a-- a sensor of the angular
velocity of the base. If this mechanism is set on the earth in such a
manner that its incoming axis lies in the horizontal p::e, then, by turn-
ing the generator housing, a position is found in which the angular velocity
attains a maximum. In this position, the incoming axis of the laser circuit
lies in the p'ane of the geographic meridian and, consequently, permits
determination of the geographical atimuth of the line sought for. Consider-
"ing that the horizontal component wr of the aagular velocity of rotation
of the earth depends on the geographic latitude, the latter may be deter-
mined if the magnitude of g-. is measured.

On the basis that the circular quantum optical generators, like the
two-degrees-of-freedom gyroscopes, measure the angular velocity of the
base, they are frequently called optical gyroscopes, cptical gyrocompasses
and laser gyroscopes.

One of the optical gyroscopes developed [25] consists of a monolithic
quartz blick 4, in which three channels 10, with a length of 12.5 cm, are
drilled at an angle of 1200, formin3 a light conductor (Fig. 36, b). This
triangular light conductor acts as a gas discharge tube, and the three
mirrors located at the apexes of the triangle form a circular resonator.
The two mirrors 5 and 9 are fiat, and the third one is spherical; the
mirror reflecting surfaces have a 13-layer dielectric film, so that mirrors
1 and 9 have a covering with a good reflecting capability and mirror 5 is
"semi-tansparent. Prism 7 directs the light signal going through this
semi-transparent mirror to photomultiplier 6. The quantum optical generator
works on a helium-neon mixture at a pressure of 5 mm Hg, and cathode 3 and
two anodes 2, as well as diaphragm 8, ihici. permits a single mode of opera-
tier, are found in tine quartz block.

if the vibration frequencies of the light veams propagating in
opposite directions are identical ii a fixed loop, during rotatiol, of the
loop, the vibration frequency or one beam increases and that of the other
decreases. Comparing th'!se two light beams (using a photocell), the
changing beat frequency, which is the difference in vibration frequency of
the light beams, can bc detected in the photodetector output voltage. It
is evident that, the higher the spee.' 'f rotation of the circular quantum
generator, the higher the beat frequency, measured by the photGilectronic
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Fig. 36: Diagram of an optical angular velocity sensor

Key: a. Michelson experiment
diagram

b. Laser sensor, diagram

1. Spherical mirror 6. Photomuitiplier
2. Anode 7. Prism
3. Cathode 8. D aphragm
4. Quartz monoblock 9. Flat m•.rror
S. Flat mirror 10. Light chwnnel
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multiplier (FEU). Knowing the beat frequency and the loop parameters,
the angular velocity of rotation of viie base can be determined. The in-
coming axis of the optical quantum circular generator, along which the
vector of measured angular velocity is located, is normal to the plane
in which the generator loop (ring) lies. The phenomenon of production
0o different frequencies by the rotating loop is called the effect of
San'yak, who discoverud it in 1913.

Known quantum gyroscopes have the followir.g technica:. characteristics
(25]:

sensitivity, 10 30/hr;
drift, 5 angular sec per day;
time of preparation for operation, 1-2 sec.

17
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CHAPTER III

GYROTHEODOLITE MEASUREMENTS

Section 1. Field of Uses of Gyrotheodolite Measurements

The number of problems being solved with involvement of gyroscopic
instruments for determining the direction of the geographical meridian
increases in proportion to mastery of the technology of gyrotheodolite
meastrem6nts, analysis of the measurement properties of gyrotheodolites
and increase in their accuracy of operation. A schematic enumeration of
several directions where application of gyrotheodolites is possible is
given in Fig. 1. Before considering several examples of the use of gyro-
theodolites, it should be noted that astronomical azimuths: by which
geodetic azimuths are calculated, and further, directional angles, can
be measured by use of a gyrotheedolite. The accuracy of operation of
gyrotheodolites, cited on the rating plate of the instrument, character-
izes the accuracy of determination of the astronomical azimuth. This
astronomical azimuth is obtained from two separate measurements: frcm
the measurement of the iastrumental correction and measurement of the
equilibrium position of -13 oscillations. In those cases when the relative
angular orientation of the given lines is required, the "_elative" azimuth,
Jefi ed as the angle between a given line and the equilibrium position of
oscillations of the gyrotheodolite sensitive element, can b-. used. When
making measurements ur.der identical meteorological (particularly tempera-
ture) conditions and over a short period or time, the error of these
measurements will lie within the limits of a few angular seconds [37].
Use of the "relative" azimuth is of great practical interest in calTying
out engineering-geodetic work in construction of bridges, dams, erection
of large monolithic structures and so forth.

The direct use of an astronomical azimuth is rarely encountered, and
serves mainly for initial orientation of space flight apparatus and for
tying-in and control of astrora-,igational apparatus [3].

The use of a geodetic azimuth and directional angle is more widespreao
at the present time for determination of initial directions in surveying,
mine surveying, geophysics and others.

E•perience in the use of a wire plumb line for azimuthal tying-in of
underground mining shows that the plumb line is not completely still, and,
consequently, in underground mining the azimuth cannot 5e transmitted
accurately. The error in transmission of the direction in a mine shaft
is, on the average, 3-5'; in addition, twisting (turning) of the geodetic
network laid out undergroumd is observed [36, 38]. The use of a gyrotheo-
dolite decreases the time for carrying out work, increases the accuracy of
measurements raade, insures control and has a significant economic effect.
For example, the Gi-BI gyrotheodolite, costing 9650 rubles, pays for
itself in 10-15 measurements, giving an annual saving of 15.000-23,000
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I' rubles [36]. The comparative accuracy of tran.'ission of directions in
a mine shaft is characterized by the results given in Table 2 [35].

Table 2

-Method of IDepth of shnft

measurement (m)

By plumb line 6.5" 73" !'S- i"

By use of gyrotheodolite it" I .

Use of gyrotheodolite meascrements in underground surveying decreases
the incidental error and, also, decreases the effect of systematic errors.
Table 3 shows lateral divergence (ia cm) of survey stations at L distance
of 1.6 km from the mine shaft [35].

Table 3

Method of Depth of shaft

measurement

By plumb line 50-2 560:3i

By use of gyrotheodolite 7,71 s. Ii 1.6;

best availab&e copy-

Geodetic work is based on astronomical azimuths obtained from
observationj at Laplace points. However, the high cost of astronomical
observations and their dependence on meterological conditions impose
definite limitations on the density of Laplace point locations. It is
advisable that construction of a full network based on neighboring
Laplace points be carried out by use of a gyrotheodolite, wh :h permits
the accumulation o) errors in measurement to be excluded.

The most methodical development of gyrotheodolite use is in
stuvey work. Errors of lateral displacvment of survey stations arise
because nf errors in measurement of the angle turned by the theodolite

rP9-•
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111T n (it + 1)(2n+1) (68)

The directional angles in pyrotheodolite measurements [21]

ASr,- ±Sc, "2 1,(69)

where Sc -- le.-th of a side;
n -- number of sides in a traverse;
m -- mean error of angle measurement (mT -- with a theodolite,

mr -- with a gyrotheodolite);
P"-- 206 265" (number of angular seconds in a radian).

Compari ig (69) and (68), we find that

fit, - IIIr I 3 ('. ,, + 1) (70)

In order that the accuracy in systematic determination of points by
two survey traverses, by the usual method of laying ar- with the use of
a gyrotheodolite,might be the same, Eq. (70) determint. the corresponding
error in mpdsurement of angle:. on these traverses. li, for example,
the nrmbeT of stations n=lO, the accuracy of measurement of angles with
the use of a gyrotheodolite might be -9 times smaller in comparison with
the accuracy of a theodolite; but if the number of stations is 20. the
accuracy produced with a gyrotheodoli'- drops 16 times.

A graph of systematic displacement of -urvey stations using a

theodolite with 2" and 5" accuracy and a gyrotheodolite having an
error of S" is Thown in Fig. 37, a. The magnitude of the displacement
is plotted on the ordinate and the number of stations (average length of
a side 120 m) on the abscissa. Use of a gyrotheodolite for determining
directional angles permits trans~mission of coordinates t. great distances
from the initial points. Gyrotheodolite measurements substantially
decrease the effect of systematic errors (Fig. 37, b). During tying-in
of aerial photographs with terrain poii,'.s by azimuth, tale productivity
of this work may be increased and, in some cases, the number of special
landmarks may be decreased by use of a gyrotheodolite.

Use of a gyrotheodolite in conjunction with light- and radio-distance
measuring eqlipment is especially effc.-tive in the measurement of distarcb:.

Combination of a gyroscopic compass with a magnetic needle led to the
formation of a geophysical instrument, gyrode~clinator (KD), intended for
determinations of magnetic declination, that is, the direction of a magnetic
meridian with relation to the direction of a geographic meridian. Error in
determin-tion of a gsouraphic meridian ± ±15", and of a magnetic meridian
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±20", and the error in determination of the magnetic de.ziinatioq taking
into accoumt changes in the magnetic pole of the ea.\;' is ±40" [48].
The gyrodeclinator permits dete�mination of anomalies in the magnetic

field caused by the presence of ore bodies to be determined quickly cnd
independently of the presence of geodeticaily prepared points. Use of
the gyrodeclirntor opens new possibilities for the development 7f iron
ore deposits.
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In determining azimuthal direction, independence from triangulation
networks permits use of the gyrotheodolite in orienting television and
redio location station antennae and gyroscopic apparatus for ballistic
missiles (Fig. 38). An automatic aiming system has been develped for
aiming the "Minuteman" missile for launching from railroad platforms,
the setting (azimuth determining) element of which is a gyrotheodolite

[s].

-7

Fig. 38: Aiming scheme of the American '"inuteman" missile

Key: 1. Accelerometer S. Upper stabilizing
2. Sy;herical gyroscope platform
3. Stabilizing platform 6. Gyrotheodolite
4. Missilt: control 7. Lower stabilizing

element platform

To 1ring the gyrotheodolite ouickly to the plane of the horizon Pnd
to rli'inate possible inclination of its housing during the measuremeiit,
it is installed on a horizontal stabilizing platform. Transmission of
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Sthe laanch direction of the missile frcm the gyrotheodoiite to the optical
"angle measuring instrtment is accomplished by use of polarizing optical
systems. A signal from the optical azimuth disk is transmitted to the
inertial platform, which .controls the missile launch. A pendulum gyro-
theodolite with torsion suspension, which has a sensitive element sus-
pended in liquid (similar to the MW-IO) and 43 pe:iod of oscillation
of 8 min, is used in this aiming system.

Section 2. Gyroscopic Azimuth and Directional Angle

A gyroscope, owing to its basic property, interacts with the angular
velocity of the t,-rth (as Irng as it is fixed on t_. earth's st-face) and
determines the direction of the vector of the horizontal component of the
angular velocity of the earch relative to space. Therefore, it can be
taken into consideration that astronomical azimuth can be determined by
use of the gyrotheodolite. In using gyroscipic azimuths in -round measure-
sents, it is necessary to transform this astronomxcal azimuth to geodetic
by the following equation [36]:

where A -- geodetic azimuth on an ellipsoid;
a-- gyroscopic azimuth;

a -- correction for height of the point of the gyrotheodolite
stand above the reference ellipsoid;

A02 -- correction for change from the normal section to a geodetic
line;

A -- correction for deviation of the plumb line;
AQ-- correction for reduction to the man pole,

Finding the geodetic azimuth on an ellipsoiu, we can change to a
Gauss-Kreuger projection on a plane and find directional angle A

S.•- .\ " t -- '. 72)

where n -- corzection for transfer from an ellipsoid to a plane;
r -- corr tction for the Gaussian approach of meridians.

Determination of azimuth by the equations introduced can be accomplished
r •only for an ideal gyroscopic, measuring system, in which there is no instru-
E mental error. As was spoken of in Chapter I, in actual construction of

gy-rttheodolites there is an angular divergence between the gyroscope spin
axis and the Reasuring axis (telescope axis). Therefore, not knowing previ-
ously the magnitude of this disagreement, it is impossible to conduct a
measurement using a gyrotheodolite. The magnitude of the disagreement is
determined experimentally each time by comparing the gyroscopic azimuth
ar- and the azimuth calculated earlier, usually from astronomical observa-
tions. This comparison of azimuths, which discloses definite possibili-
ties for simplifying office work resulting from gyrotheodolite measurements,
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is standardized for gyrotheodolites. Gyrutheodolite measurements are
compared, according to the direction on the earth's surface in which they
are made. Then, under productive conditions, the astronomical azimuth
of the geodetic or relative direction observed can be determined. And
what is more, in determining the limits of the li;,r.ar dimensions of the
territory of a given gyrotheodolite operation, standardization of the
apparatus may be carried out so that the results of the measurements will
turn out directly to be the directional angles.

As a recult of standardization and use of known geodetic directions,
instrumenta, correction A of the gyrotheodolite i: determined (see Fig. 21);
its magnitude is found from the following equation:

• <tL-:.N -(73)

where N -- `" reading, describing the equilibrium position of
c:.cillation of the L3;

A-- Limb reading, describing the geodetic direction at the
gyrotheodolite station.

Finding instrumental correction A, the directional angle of the
unknown direction can be calculated:

N +A. (74)

Direction to a local featurc is obtained by sighting at it through the
telescope and subsequently reading the horizontai ring of the theodolite.

Determining the equilibrium position of oscillation of the sensitive
element directly by the theodolite limb does not always work out well. It
is calculated from readings on the limb which describe only the reversing
points. Finding readings N and A1 in this way and knowing A from standard-
ization, the directional angle is calculated.

Section 3. Determination of the Equilibrium Position of Oscillation of a
Gyrotheodolite Sensitive Element

Pendulum gyrotheodolites with torsion suspensions have a practizal
application at the present time. Therefore, measurement and calculation
methods set forth below concern just such gyrotheodolites.

Oscillations of the 43, with operating and with nonoperating gyroscope
motors, have very insignificant damping, so that in practical measurement
they can be considered harmonically. These oscillations have a constant
period at the moment of measurement and can be considered as functions of
the angle and the time. Let us evaluate the effect of damping on a gyro-
theodolite.
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The principal cause of damping of 43 oscillations is an opposinr,
medium. In the majority of gyrotheodolites this is air, and in so~e,
for exemple, the MW-10 or Ar gyrotheodolites, it is a liquid. The equation
for gyrotheodolite motion (36) was obtained without taking account of
damping noients. However, to derive the equation anew, accounting for
damping terms, is not necessary, since they will have a form like that in
Eq. (18). Then, in accordance with (19), movement of the 43 relative to
the equilibrium position must be writter, in the form

13 sin (S Iz - V1 t+ (75)

where *() s---. (76)

If it is considered that, in this equation, a• represents the amplitude
of the first reversing point (the point of change of direction of movemc-it)
and the initigil time reading also is taken at the first reversing point,
the amplitude of oscillations at the second reversing point, displaced in
timi by 0.5 T relative to the first point, is expressed by the equation

T

-•*"(77)

wheire T -- period of oscillation of the 43.

Taking Eq. (21) into account for the period of oscillation, we write
expression (77) in the form

71 --- (78)

The amplitude of oscillation of the 43 may be expressed through
readings of the horizontal circle of the theodolite:

S•, •, - " !(79)
. -A:*../;. i

whe•- n 1 , n• -- readings corresponding to the reversing points;
R -- reading corresponding to the equilibrium position of

oscillation of the 43.

I Taking (79) into account, from express'on (78) we find the ratio of

two adjacent amplitudes:
S •., V -- ", - "°-" .. . ' - ' (80~)

=1 t; - -.
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From expression (80) we find:

After reorganization, we obtain from (81) the expression for determin-
ing equilibrium position

1
•. ,•.-.)+÷ .-- (82)

The factor 1+ - accounts for attenuation (damping) of
oscillations and, for every model, it has a practically constant magnitude.
This factor changes negligibly from specimen to specimen of a given type
of gyrotheodolite. For example, for the Gi-Bi gyrotheodolite

from which

(83)

which allows us to find the magnitude of the relative damping coefficient

-~.0.00•. (84)

It should be noted that the magnitude • does not remain constant in
a gyrotheodolite start-up, but depends on the amplitude of the LG oscilla-
tion. This is explained by the fact that the damping under discussion is
excited by an aerodynamic resistance, which depends on the square of the
linear speed of the moving body. An increase in amplitude leads to in-
crease in this linear speed and, consequently, to hn increase in damping.

Tise negligible magnitude of the relative damping coefficient generally
permits neglect of the theoretical existence of the attenuating factor,
since errors connected with locating the reversing point, sighting on
local features and others, are greater than the influence of errors con-
nected with ignoring attenuation. Therefore, Zor example, Eq. (82) can
be presented in the form
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or +N.- nl ÷ n
2

uBu-t, in order for this equation to be used in measurements, Eq. (84),
which indirectly characterizes the exactness of operation of the gyro-
theodolite, must be approximately adhered to. It has been established by

E -experience in operations with pendulum gyrotheodolites with torsion sus-
M pensions in air that, for an instrument in good repair, the relation is

N fit o (86)

If the damping appears to be greater than indicated, but the
instrument is in good repair, attenuation should be accounted for in the
design equations.

The main bases for constructing a scheme for finding the equilibrium
position of the oscillation under discussion follows from the constancy
of the period and amplitude of oscillation of the sensitive element of a
gyrotheodolite: by measuring the angle of inclination, by measuring the
time duration and by simultaneously measuring the angle and time.

In order to determine the parameters of the sensitive element
oscillation, it is necessary to be able to observe its movement. After
unlocking the gyroscope, the sensitive element mark is observed in the
automatic collimator telescope, and the effort is made to keep the moving
gyroscope mark continually in the center of the automatic collimator scale
by rot.tion of the free alidade. As the sensitive element approaches the
reversing poi.'t (the point at which the direction of movement changes),
the speed of movement of the mark decreases, and at the point itself, it
remains motionless for a short instant. At this instant, a reading is
taken from the horizontal circle of th.e theodolite. After this, the alidade
moves in the opposite direction to the second reversing point and a reading
is taken again from the horizontal circle.

Location of the axis of symmetry of the:se oscillations is mainly for
locating an earth meridian, but the direct equilibrium position permits
carrying out a preliminary orientation of the gyrotheodolite.

Obtaining htgh accuracy in determining a geographical meridian places
definite demands on the initial installation of the gyrotheodolite. More
accurate preliminary oriennateion establishes smaller rotation moments during
oscillation of the sensitive elements and facilitates the work of% the ob-
server. Several methods of preliminary orientation are known: by magnetic
surveying compass and directly by gyrotheodolite. In the latter case,
orientation may be carried out by observing the amplitude of oscillation
(by reversing points) or by knowin7 the period of oscillation of the a3.
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Preliminary orientation by two reversing points consists in
calculating the average values of the readings of these two points and
setting the telescope in a position corresponding to this value.

Calculation is carried out by the equation:

-&(ii -; z)

The accuracy of determining north by these metho&1 is: for
gyrothecdolites ±45-60" in a time of 10-12 min, for gyroscope attachment,
±2-31 in 6-9 min.

Preliminary orientation by a known period of oscillation consists in
finding one reversing point and fixing the position of the alidade (the
sensitive element mark) after a time of 0.25 T (T -- period of oscillation
of the sensitive element). A quarter period (0.25 T) -- this is the time
which is necessary for the gyroscope to move from the reversing point to
the equilibrium position .f the oscillation. Owing to the slow speed of
zmovement of the setnsitive element near the reversing position it is diffi-
cult to determine exactly the moment in time when this speed reaches zero.
Therefore, in orienting by this method, the measurement of time begins a
little ahead of the reversing point (Fig. 39, a). For this, when a signi-
ficant decrease in the speed oF movement of the H3 is detected, the ali-
dade is fastened, and, at the instant the mark crosses the center of the
automatic collimator scale, a stop watch is started (point A in Fig. 39,
b). At the moment when the mark crosses the center of the scale again on
the return path (point B), time T is determined by the stop watch and
tracking of the sensitive element is continued for a length of time equal

to (-LT -,T . At the end of this segment of time, tr.-,king is

stopped and the position of the telescope obtained in this manner is
nearly the direction of north. The period of oscillation of the sensitive
element of a. gyrotheodolite depends on the latitude at the point where it
stands 0; therefore, in a change of latitude, a correction AT must be
introduced into the value of period T, which is defined from the following
equation [53]:

70Tcos7 0  (87)

then U 2 T = 0,9 (To + LIT). (88)

where To -- period of oscillations of the sensitive element at the average
latitude of the region of the gyrotheodolite measurements;

A-- latitude increment.
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The accuracy of this method depends on the -aplitude of the
oscillation. An approximation is given for the GAK-1 gyroscope attach-

"g•7 ment, presented in the following Table 4.

Table 4

Amplitude of Mean error
oscillation
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Therefore, a special mechanism for regulating the amplitude of
oscillation is frequently provided in a gyroscope attachment.

The preliminary orientation method under consideration has
approximately the same accuracy as the two-reversing-point method, but
for this method the time necessary to carry out an orientation is decreased
by 30-40%.

Methods for accurate orientation assume that the minimum possible
number of errors in determining the equilibrium position of the LO are
obtained from the gyrotheodolite. This takes an increase in time neces-
sary for such measurements, Along with this, definite effort has been
noticed in recent yearq in further development of gyrotheodolites, direc-
ted towards shortening the measurement times without decreasing accuracy.
Solution of these problems will be attained both through constructive
improvements in apparatus and in development of methods of measurement.

The reversing point method has achieved the most widespread use for
determining the equilibrium posi, ion of H3 oscillations. It consists in
finding the reversing point by hart.1 or automatic (in the MTI and Gi-B2
gyrotheodolites) tracking of the sensitive element with the alidade.
Investigations conducted by many authors show that four reversing points
is the optimum number for determining the equilibrium position of the
sensitive element. Using four reversing points, the equilibrium position
is found from the following relation (see Fig. 39, a):

-. . ... ( . A... (89)

where

:! " i,(90)

(91)

Some more accurate definition of results of measurement is attained
by repeated independent determinations of the equilibrium position of the
sensitive element at the same observation point. Together with this,
results of investigations [37] show that the values NJ and NII are diffe" -
ent from one another by not more than 2-3P. Considering that every value
of N• and NJI is determined from three reversing points, for the purpose
of shortening the observation time, the possibility is presented of finding
equilibrium position of the sensitive element not by four, but by three,
reversing points. This gives a shortening of time of approximately 20%,
but it decreases the accuracy by 5-10%. Further shortening of the observa-
tion time is achieved by determining the sensitive element equilibrium
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position by two reversing points. In this case accuracy of determination
of equi'riun point is decreased by 15-20% by comparison with determina-
ti.)n by four points. The principal deficiency in the method appears to

h'.e absence of cheeks on the values obtained. Such a possibility ap-
's if the equilibrium position of the sensitive element is determined

by two reversing points with check rer ings, located symmetrically in
time relative to the reversing point (see Fig. 39, b). Introduction of
these check readings insures the reliability of measurements and brings
the _;:curacy of determination rf the sensitive element equilibrium position
close to the accuracy of the three point method. Check readings are taken

tF •a short time ailer the first reversing point (for example, tj and t 2 ).

Here, the time is selected arbitrarily. The stop watch is stopped a little
past che second reversing point and, at moments of time equal to t, and t2 ,
secondary syma.etric readings are taken on the limb ( 2 1 and 22). Tfie point
:.:' symmetry in time is obtained with an error of _+(O.3-C.5) sec, which
)-'. .ides a letermination of the equilibriun position of sensitive element
s £cillation wi-:i a mean error of ±(5-8)". While taking readings at points

11, 12,..., 21, 22 the sensitive element is not tracked, which gives rise
to the appearance of a certain twisting moment on the part of the torsion
element and, conseqjaently, some distortion of the movement of the sensitive
element. Therefore, it is advisable that this method be used with gyro-

1_-k theodolites which have systems for tracking the twisting of the torsion
element (WT-I, LMK-604). It should be noted that symmnetrical check points
are advisable in the three-reversing-point method, owing to which the

reliability of the results of m.•surements are increased. The use of
check points permits determination of the direction of a geographical meri-
dian with an error of about ±20-25" in 9-10 min.

It is known that tracking the sensitive element during its oscillations
is a process which takes a lot of work. Therefor--, in those cases where the
preliminary orientation is carried out with an error of 5-10 angular
minutes, the so-called amplitude method may be used, in which successive
reversing points are observed by use of a fixed automnaic collimator
telescope (53]. For this the amplitude of oscillations of the sensitive
element of no more than 20-30' should be sought for. With such an ampli-

a• • tude, the influence of twisting of the torsion element on the equilibrium

position of the sensitive element may be considered linear-dependent on
L the angle turned by the stuisitive element.

The torsion moment is determined by the equation:

= F or . -

Taking these moments into account, the equations for gyrotheodolite
motion (32) take the form
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j(32')
--W!*-- li'.-r- G."? 0 J'

from which, after division of the variables, we obtain the equation for
azimuthal movement of the 43:

.. dur~ (92)

Solution of this equation shows that oscillations of the gyrotheodol.te
'-1 will take place about the position defined by angle aT:

S - -(93)

Consequently, the twisting moment of the torsion element shifts the
equilibrium position of the LB oscillations. The magnitude of this dis-
placement depends on the latitude of the point where the instrument is
standing, since the horizontal component of the angular velocity of rota-
tion of the earth enters into (93).

Determining the equilibrium position of a gyrotheodtilite sensitive
element oscillation relative to the zero mark of the automatic collim.3or
scale when the gyroscope motor is not operating, and then comparing this
position with equilibrium position nr with a working gyroscope motor, the
angle twisted by the torsion element is found, and then the -.orrection
of the 43 equilibrium position is determined:

l: ( , - :.).(94)

Then th6 final equilibrium position is found by the following equation

.: .' :" . (95)

The ratio of rigidity k of the torsion ribbon to the gyroscopic moment
Hw- is approximately 2.S-10"5 in middle latitudes for a model Gi-B gyro-
theodolite.

The amplitude method is used mainly for determining the zero point of
torsion suspensions, but it may be used for tht. direction of geographic
meridians under the conditions described above.
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The "passing method" is a further development of the amplitude
method. Using the method, the equilibrium position of the sensitive
element is determined by means of measuring the segment of t3_ta between
instants when the sensitive element mark passes across a specified mark
on the automatic collimator telescope scale when the alidade is in a

Sfixed position ( Fig. 39, b). A condition for use of this method i-L a
small amplitude of sensitive element oscillations. Let us assume thatthe mark moves from west to east and at the instant wnen it crosses the

zero mark of the automatic collimator telescope scale, the s-top watch
is started. The mark begins to move in the opposite direction past
the reversing point and, at the moment when it again crosses the zero
mark, the stop watch is stopped. At this same moment, using a model
C-II-lb two-hand thirty-second stop watch, a second count is begun
and the second segment of time is measured analogously, only now: when
the mark is on the west side relative to the zero mark of the scale.
Time segments te and t 3 are obtained as a result of the measurements.
If a segment of time necessary for the mark to move from
the zero mark to the equilibrium position is designated across T, then:I

-| I, -==-A 4-t. (96)

Taking into account the linearity of the dependence between the angle
and the time interval near the equilibrium position, this equilibrium
position can be determined relative to the zero mark of the scale. Move-
ment of the sensitive element is written down in the equation

Sa . S0il Si .

Near the equilibrium position, when angle (st) is small, it can be
written:

70oSf, (97)

where a0 -- amplitude of oscillation;
s -- natural frequency of oscillation, see (38).

Transferring from angle a0 to a reading on the automatic collimator
scale and taking into account the influence of twisting of the torsion
element, the H- equilibrium position will be determined by the equation

S N-. At .4- .,\N". (98)

A feature of the method under discussion is the possibility of
obtaining a very large number of determinations of N, for whibch l pair
of marks located symmetrically with r.ipect to the zero mark can be used.
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In this case: N' q At'

will be distinguished from N by the magnitude of displacement of the
selected mark relative to the zero mark.

A comparison of the approximate values of accuracy obtained and
the time necessary for one determinatio.i of a gyrotheodolite sensitive
element equilibriwi position by differint methods is given in Table S.

Table 5

Model Gi-Bi Model Gi-Ci
gyrotheodolite gyroscope

Orien- attachment
tation Method of orientation

Mean Observa- Mean Observa-
error tion time error tion time

( [in mn) mi)

Prelim- By known period .... ...... 50" 8 3' 4
inary By two reversing points . . 50" 21 7

By four reversing points 20" 20 25" 14
By three reversing points 23" is 25" 11
By three reversing points
with marking of symmetric
check points .... ....... 23" 15 - -

By two reversing points
with marking of symmetric
check points .... ....... 25" 10 -

Precise Amplitude method with ob-
servation of four revers-
ing points ....... .... 20t' 20 25" 12

Passing method with mea-
surement of four time
intervals ..... ........ 20" 20 25" 12

Passing method with mea-
surement of two intervals
and mar.king of supplemen-
tary intervals by symme-
tric marks of the scale 25" 14
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Section 4. Features of Gyroscopic Orientation

At present all possible measures to decrease the influence of harmful
moments are taken in the construction of various gyrotheodolites. However,
as has b.n shown above, in order to obtain satisfactory accuracy in
gyrotheodolite operations, it is necessary that tho level of harmful
moments not exceed -10 6g-cm. There is little likelihood of achieving
such small moments by direct methods. However, the error in measurement
practical with existing instruments cerresponds to an influence of harm-
ful moments of approximately the magnitude indicated. But this is only
a formal comparison. Actually, such a correspondence is achieved by meth-
ods of making and subsequently processing gyrotheodolite measurements.
It follows from this that its own technology of measuring processes must
be developed for every type of gyrotheodolite. However, for groups of
instruments with identical principal schemes, but of differing construc-

tions, there are a number of common operations whose observance is neces-
sary for obtaining tr. required accuracy. These general recommendationsSfor pendul•u gyrothe idolites with torsion suspensions in air are con-
sidered below.

The principal influence on accuracy of determination of the direction
of geographical meridians is the stability of the instrumental correction
A. The magnitude of this correction depends on many factors, the mutual
effect of which generates complicated correlative connections. Specifi-
cally, the stability of operation of the generators supplying the gyro-
scope motor, temperature of the surroumdings, stability of mechanical
chnracteristics of the torsion element (fr-oz start-up to start-up and in
the process of start-up), change ivi the magnetic field, mechanical
rigidity of parts of the gyrotheodolite structure (preservation of the
relative po:;itions during jolting while being transported) and others
have an effect on the corx.ection. For eCample, a change in the incoming
current of 1.5 v gives rise to a change in the instrumental ,.orrection of
-14" in the MRK-2 (44]. A given instrument can be qualitatively evaluated
by observing the stability of the correction under various conditions.
Mfasiy publications have bee'. devoted to investigaticns of the stability of
the instrtuental correction, part of them, characteristically, only for
a given model, but in some more general correlations are established.
Results of prolonged observations of the instrumental correction of the
model Gi-B gyrotheodolites shows [36, 45] that:

1) accuracy of determination of the correction lies within the limits
of ±10" (accuracy of determination of the equilibrium position -±9",
"accuracy of the standardized azimuth -±3";);

2) deviation of the correction frow the average value obeys the law
= of normal distribution;
E ~$) the mean value of the deviation of the correction from the average

value I-es within the limits of ±15"..

SThese statistical values take on the role of criteria for evaluation
of the quality of an instrument: i the result of a check test discloses
a deviation of the instrumental correction from its rating plate value of
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greater than ±15", such a gyrotheodolite must be subjected to an additional,
many-sided examination. Only highly accurate geodetic networks shouid be
used to determine instrumenal corrections. It is advisable for the me&-
suring process itself to be carried out at different times of the day in
order to cover various meterological conditions After each start-up of
the instrument, the azimuthal orientation, horizontal setting and other
things should be changed. The number of' start-,ups should be 9; the equi-
librium position is determined by four reversing poin"s on every start-up.

The main point of these modifications is, in measuring the incotrumental
correction, to cover as wide a scope as possible of the conditions under
which the gyrotheodolite will be used.

A separate question arises periodically of checking of instruaent--
corrections. A gyrotheodolite should be standardized over 1-2 months
under relatively uniform surrounding conditions (especially air tempera-
ture); when surrounding conditions change and when the instrument is trans-
ported over a cor .sid.rable distance, the instrumental correction should
be determined before beginning work and after it is completed. In this
regard, there is a significant comparison of the results of a series of
2000 measurements with "-he Gi-Bl gyrotheodolite, carried out under experi-
mental mine-drifting and surface conditions [37]. The mean square error
of determination of the instrumental correction under laboratory condi-
tions was ±9.00", and the mean error in determination of the azimuth was
4±9.5". The picture changes significantly in the field: the error in the
correction is ±9.5", but the error in determining azimuth is ±15.5". The
difference of 6" is accounted for principally by change in surrounding
conditions during the period of measurement on the terrain as well as by
iuaccuracies in the geodetic network, by which the error in calculated
azimuth was determined.

Considering the accuracy of determ.nation of a direction using a
gyrotheodoite, the stability of the gyrotheodolite parameters must be
watched continuously in the process of a given start-up, as we1', as from
start-up to start-up. The period of free (when the gyromotor is not oper-
ating), oscillation of the L3 should be measured with a stop watch d=ing
every gyrotheodolite measurement. The period of free oscillation of the
sensitive element defines the stability of mechanical characteristics of
the oscillating system of the gyroscope suspension and is a sufficiently
accurate definition of its working condition. Changes in this period
under different surrounding conditions must be insignificant. For example,
the period of free oscillation for the Gi-B1 T,,-90 sec, and the pe.-is-
sible j.hange in it -4-S sec.

The basic advantage of the torsion suspension over other 43 suspensions
is the small harmful moment and the possibility of calculating the residual
twisting moment. The twisting moment of the torsion element does not
influen%. the H3 equiibrium position during operation of the gyroscope
iotor only when the equilibrium position of free oscillations coincides
with the equilibrium position of oscillation of the gyroscope unit during
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the entire start-up. Practical realization of this condition encounters
serious difficulties and, therefore. the correction in equilibrium position
of the sensitive eiement is determined by taking into account the linear

_V_ dependence of the twisting moment -f the torsion element on its angle
turned. For this, it is necessary to determine the angle turned by P-he
torsion element relative to the equilibrium positiorn of the gyroscope unit,
which is often called the zero point or the point of zero torsion (MT),
as -ell as to know the coefficient of passing from the MN7 to the correction
in equilibrium position (for MOM gyrotheodolites, this coefficient is "C,"
the table of wnich is given in Appendix 1). Use cf the table mentioned is
not recommended for highly accurate determinations of azimuth. Coefficient
"C" should be determined immediately before measuring. Two methods may be
used for this: a) carrying out the start-up with the aforementioned deter-
mination of displacement of the MNT and b) comparison of the periods of oscil-
lation of the LO while tracking with the alidade and without tracking
(with the alidade fixed). The instrument is oriented by the first method
by a previously found or known direction of a geographical meridian. Then
"the gyroscope motor is started, the - is unlock.•d, during which an amplitude

4 of oscillation of no more than 40' is attained, since the grid image of the
automatic collimator will leave the field of view of the automatic collimator
at greater amplitudes. Leaving the alidade part of the instrument fi:.;d,
the equilibrium position 6f the 143 is determined by reversing points, observ-
ed by the automatic collimator scale. Then, not stopping the gyroscope
motor and not locking, the '1 is carefully turned relative to the initial
setting to some constant angle, for example +10', and the equilibrium posi-
tion of LB oscillation is determined. The gyroscope is then turned to a
-10' angle relative to the same initial position and the equilibrium posi-
tion is determined again by reversing points. If the torsion element twist-

Smoment does not influence the equilibrium vosition of the 43, the
position found in the first and second turns would differ by the magnitude
of the angular displacement, that is, the angle of ±10'. The difference
between the angular position of the axis of symmetry of oscillation of the
LB and the angle of ±10' indicates the effect of twisting of the torsion
member and permits the amount of it to be determined.

In the absence of an effect of twisting of the torsion "lements

N4 j,=~V,-i o (99)

where N0 , N- readings on the horizontal ring corresponding to
equilibrium positions in initial -nd slewed positions

of the instrument,
-- supp..ementary angle turned on the scale points.

The influence cf twisting of the torsion element leads to the necessity
fbor introducing a compeasating iten (correction) for maintaining the equal-
ity of (99) - C? --A.4-J

S. + • -*_ ,,-.?' (10)
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where , -- angle of torsion element twisting (on the scale points):

?z-=z-NZ: ). (101)

Subtracting the second equation of system (100) frou the first
equation of this system and taking (101) into account, after reorgan-
izing, we obtain:

___-___--___ (102)

The Lethod for determiring coefficient C based on comparison of the
periods of oscillation of the 43 obtained from tracking the movement of
the gyroscope unit with the alidade part Pnd without tracking, follows
from comparison of differential equations (36) and (92) for movement ci

a gyrotheodolite. In the first instance, the oscillation period is detetr-
mined by Eq. (43) and in the secon4 it has the form

"T", -' " , ;-j-1- " (103)

The relation between the period from (43) and the period from (100)
leads to the following expression

(104)

The second term in the right side of Eq. (104) defines the difference
in movement of the gyroscope relative to the equilibrium position, that is,
determines the magnitude of coefficient C discussed earlier. Then the
magnitude of C may be determined by the equation from [42]:

C _ (105)

In practice, both methods of determining the coefflcient are equivalent,
but the principal liuitation of the second method arises f the amplitide
of oscillation -- it must be small. This limitation is imposed in the
first method only by the field of view of the automatic collinator, since
the apliide of oscillation is taken into account to a known extent in
Eq. (102).
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In order for the influence of twisting of the torsion element to be
insignifican,., there should be a restriction of the torsion element zero
point, which, for example, in the Gi-8l, is the angle between the optical
axis of the automatic collimator and the normal to the H3 mirror in its
position when the moment of the torsion band equals zero. To determine
this position in practice doesn't work out well, and then the equilibrium
position of free oscillations is determined, assuming that
th! rest position and equilibrium positions coincide. The correction for
the twisting of the torsion element is introduced by use of the average
value of the Mtr, which is obtained before beginning and after completing
mueasurements, or MNT measured only after thn start-up is completed. In the
first case, it is assumed that 1WT changes linearly as a result of tempera-
ture deformation during the time of the start-up, but, in the second case,
temperature stability of the M4NT is assumed.

The question of when to determine the IWT is important for highly
accurate measurements, and there must be a supplementary examination for
every type of instrument. This is connected to the effect of the tempera-
ture deformation of an ins'.rument on the MNW. A graph of change in the
LG oscillation equilibrium position as a function of the number n of re-
versing points (Fig. 40, .,) and a graph of displacement of the center of
gravity of the G:.-Bl oscillating system in the axial direction (Fig. 40, b),
reduced to displacement of the axis of symmetry of oscillations [45] are
shown in Fig. 40. From a comparison of the graphs and the times of mea-
surement with instruments, it follows that the whole measuring process is
completed before the instrument reaches thermal equilibrium. From the
point of view of accurate calculation of the 1WN, all measurements with the
Gi-B gyrotheodolites should be made over 30-40 min of its operation when
the parts of its structure reach temperature stability.

A probability of temperature deformation can explain the pe~riodicity
of changes in the average values of a pair of successive readings of the
reversing points of the GAK-I gyroscope attachment [59] by the results of
long start-ups (up to 45 reversing points). An idealized graph of the
pericdic changes of the equilibrium position of oscillations of the gyro-
scope attachment H3 is represented in Fig. 41, a, and graphs of actual
measurements in Fig. 41, b. The period of such changes lies within the
limits of 40-100 min and the amplitude does not exceed 30" on the average
(60" only in one case). The oscillations shown in Fig. 41, b (quasi-
harmonic oscillations of the gyroscope unit equilibrium position) do

Snot arise directly from gyroscope theory, and their cause should be sought
in structural features of the apparatus.

-se features of gyroscopic orientation considered above directly
influence the accuracy of determination of azimuths and, therefore, in one

Sor anothir form, are accounted for in the final results of measurements.

There is still another series of factors which may change the end
results of measurements to one degree or another. When accuracy of measure-
ment is defined in angular seconds, it is impossible to ignoie even small
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Fig. 40: Graphs of changes in characteristics off a
gyrotheodolite due to temperatuare

Key: a.; Displacem-.•t of the equilibrium position
b. Displacement of the center of gravity
c. A•ngular seconds
d. Minutes

influatmca° tho• surroundings. Thus, owing to heating of one side of
the tfipot Ae aim's rays, thn additional error may reach a magni-
tudeo -.1 91 I" itios of the tripid under the action of wind gusts are

passed c.- tt - i.Croon eleow.t and distort the movement of" the sensi-
tive femin,•. i sraloss unlocklt..R of the evroscope unit mav r-ange the
position of 09~ torsion olement zero point by 30-60". Change in amplitude
of oxeillation of the q3 from 10' to 40* may lead to an additional error
'An determinling azimuth of utq to S".

Everythingl set forth above shows that provision of high accuracy in
detormining directions of orientation is possible only by strict execution
r-f *11 igstructions for gyroscope orientation, the specific character of

which do"'Ads both on the type of gyrotheodolite and on the kind of gyro-
theodolite work, Eery g yrotheodolite start-d is subject to continuing

control by the mai•nitude of the free nad gyroscopic oscillatiot periods,
by the magnitude of damping, by the value of the torsion element zeropoint and by discrepancies in particular values oo the equilibrium posi-
tion (NJ and Nil). Such control permits riplacementt of both yaults in
operation of the Instrument and t ross errors by observers.
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[• Pig. 41: Quasi-harmonic oscillations 'f the equilibriun

b. Measured
• c. Minutes

i The accuracy of the gyroscopic azimuth is defined by the sium total of

errors, consisting mainly of errors in determination of equilibritn position
Op, errors in changes of the torsion element zero point oT and errors in

Sdetermining and changing the instrtnental correction co&:

:4I 4..--- (106)

[ Section 5. Damping C-yrotheodolite Sensit.ive Element Oscillations

•;• Gyrotheodolite measurements require unreaitting attention of the
operator in the course of the entire measuring process, which results in
his beccming tired quickly. Trivial external vibrations Of the tripod,

nonwiiform movement of the alidade part when tracking the sensitive element
and other hindrances may lead to distortion of the results of measure-
ment. Rever•2::• point i'eadings obtained as a result of the operator's

strenuous work must then be processed in an appropriate manner with the
corrections resulting from calculations carried out, and only after this

! -113-
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can the directional angle be transferred to the terrain.

These conditions of work with gyrothecdolites can be simplified if
the H3 oscillation equilibrium position is not determined by reversing
points, but by waiting for the state when the oscillations of the gyro-
scope spin axis calm down. We find from Eq. (75) and taking into account
Eq. (22) and (84) that the Gi-B1 gyrctheodolite rotor spin axis will be
situated close by the equilibrium position only after 15 days. Obviously,
such a period for quieting down of the H3 oscillations is not acceptable
for practical use. In order for the time for the -13 oscillations to
settle down to be short, the coefficient of relative damping E must be
within the limits 0.7-0.9. With these values of the relative damping
coefficient, the -3 of the Gi-Bl gyrotheodolite will be settled down near
its equilibrium position after a time of 6-9 min. During the time that
the H3 oscillations are settling down, the observer has the opportunity
of carrying out other work, for example, calculation of the correction for
transition from gyroscopic azimuth to directional angle, orientation in
the locality and others.

Consequently, a special damping mechanism must be introduced into the
instrument for rapid settling down of the gyrotheodolite sensitive element
oscillations. The use of damping mechanisms in gyroscopic instruments
fPr determining direction of a geographical meridian has been known prac-
tically from the moment of appearance of these instruments themselves --
nautical gyrocompasses [14].

However, use of damping mechanisms in gyrotheodolites has a fundamental
distinction from damping in nautical gyrocompasses. The kinetic moment of
a gyrotheodolite is several orders of magnitude less than that of a nautical
gyrocompass, and the accurrcy of operation is considerably higher. These
features produce an exceptionally strict dependence of the damping moment
only on the speed of movement of the sensitive element. The damping mech-
anism does not have to maintain a constant moment or a moment which is
dependent on the angle turned, since these moments will displace the sen-
sitive element oscillation equilibrium position and, consequently, intro-
duce an additional error. As follows from the foregoing, the sum total
of deleterious moments on the part of the damper must be less than 10-6 g-cm.

Attenuation of the '3 oscillation can be obtained by combination of
the gyrotheodolite "interior" gimbal with the damper (see Section 1,
Chapter 11), by combining the damper with its "exterior" gimbal, or by
simultaneous damping by both gimbals. Ile designate the damping moment
of the exterior gimbal axis clj, and of the interior axis c2 P. Then, by
analogy with Eq. (32), we obtain the equations for motion of a damped g)TO-
theodolite:

1-7" ¢;i + I 1i =0. (107)
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j: We take advantage of the operator method [21] for further analysis

of these equations, and we write Eq. (107) for zero initial conditions
in operator form:

' ,'~~' •- -I :p3-- 0l

-Up -. O - c, -i- A , -A,+1 j"0 (108)

In Eq. (108), in distinction from Eq. (107), angles a and 0 are
Laplace transforms.

From the first and second equations, respectively, we find:

____ . (109)

•_ •-~~ ~ f I -- !p2 -- O~I-- Il*

C.-P (110)

a*

Fig. 42: Structt•.al diagr•a of a gyrotheo6olite with damping

These two equations correspond to the structural diagrsm given in
Fig. 42. Angle cop represents the engle of initial (preliminary) orienta-

j tion of the gyrothiodolite and the structural diagram indicates the inter-
nal interconnections of the gyroscope, as a result of which its axis
bezmes set in the direction of the geographical meridian. if the prelim-
inary orientation angle is presented on the gordometer part of the instru-

Sment in the form of a zero reading, in the ideal case the gyroscope spin
axis must turn relative to this reading to angle cop, that is, the gyro-
scope must measure thr; valmu of the preliminary orientation angle. Fromthe structural diagram we present the correlation of gyroscope azimuthalturn angle a with the preliminary orientation angle cop:
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Let us consider two separate cases:
a) only the interior gimbal damps the oscillation (in this case c,=O):

-"r.gp 4- G/l-,r
M"P 2 +I p IIrc~p + II,,,G1 `P (112)

b) only the exterior gimbal damps the oscillation (in this case c2=0):

J-lp• i. (lic1;, + II'.'rGI 1"P" (113)

Formula (112) is structurally analogous to formula (111), but formula

(113) is simpler than the first two. This simplification has a basic
nature, since actual differentiating links (I Ihr:,2p+Gilh.); ) are replaced
by a simple amplifying link ( GII!.,. ). If the preliminary orientation angle
is absolutely constant, then substitution of one of the links mentioned
in the other does not tell on the nature of the behavior of the gyroscope.
However, an insignificant push on the tripod, (for example, from a wind
gust) or the base on which the instrument is installed, the differentiating
link will be actively emphasized (intensified), in which case it is impos-
sible to speak of the link Glih.r. . Consequently, damping with the interior
gimbal is not advisable in these positions. In addition, there are some
technical difficulties in producing an efficient damper structure. One of
the versions of damping with the interior gimbal is shown in Fig. 43. Two
lower cylinders 3, half filled with liquid, are connecte6 to penduhml weight
S. Upper cylinderq 2, which have capillary openings 1, are connected with
gyroscope motor housing 4 (by the interior gimbal). When the interior
gimbal is inclined the volume between the upper and lower cylinders changes,
and air escapes through the capillary openings, as a result of which a
force is generated, which creates a damping moment relative to the gyroscope.
Experimental work conducted with a similar damping system showed that such
a system has negligible damping and is not stable, especially during tempera-
ture changes in 'he surroundings (40].

Further development of damped gyrotheodolites is proceding by way of
applying a damping moment to the gyroscope exterior gimbal, that is, by
way of direct damping of azimuthal oscillations. This wey permits only
one part of the damping mechanism to be fastened to the gyroscope, the seccnd
to be located on the instrument bousing. Since the damping moment must
be strictly proportional co the velocity, then, considering that angle a
turned by the exterior gimbal is appro-ýmately 200 times greater than
angle B turned by the interior gimbal, creation of such a moment is sim-
plified in the case of direct damping of azimuthal P-scillations.

Eq. (113) may be written dcwn in the form
-~ -' - "(U14)
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from which, proceeding from symbols to objects, we obtain a differenti-I.
12 equation analogous to (18):

(115)

L . where, from expression (38)

and

__ (116)
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We determine the approximate value of damping coefficient cl for the
type Gi-B gyrotheodolite if we use a magnitude for the relative damping
coefficient E-0.5 (settling down of the oscillation with such a value of
& will tWka place over approximately 13 min). From (116),taking (43) into
account tvith a 43 period of oscillations T=10 min, we find

so that for latitude @=600 and HI=4000 g-cm-sec

In view of the small speed of movement of the gyrotheodolite 4A3,
obtaining such a value of the damping coefficient is made more difficult
by use of a pneumatic mechanism; therefore, liquid or electromagnetic
damping is used. Detailed investigations of these forms .)f damping have
shown [31, 40] that liquid damping leads to a significant displacement
of the stopping position of the 43 axis relative to the equilibrium
posi'•ion calculated by reversing points. One of the reasons for this
displacement is the "sticking effect" (Klebeeffekt) of liquid in the
LO housing, owing to which a moment ,in some manner dependent on the angle
turned by the sensitive ele-nent,begins to act on the gyroscope. This
moment, like the moment due to twisting of the torsion element, introduces
an error into the L3 settled state.

Practical interest is shown in electromagnetic damping. During
rotation of the ,nagnetic field of a solid rotor which possesses good elec-
trical conductivity an induction current arises as a consequence, which
interacts with the magnetic field, as a result of which a force arises
which opposes the movement of this rotor. This force depends on. the
design parameters and on the speed of movement of the rotor relative to the
poles of the magnet. k damping scheme is shown in Fig. 44, a, in which
sensitive element 2 is fastened to torsion element 1 and is joined to cop-
per cylinder 7 through bar 9. Cylinder 7 rotates in an air clearance
between permanent magnets 8, which are arranged in a ring. Many layered
screen 6 is located above the copper cylinder; observation of the LO
movement is conducted by use of an optival system, consisting of light
source S, mirror 4 and collimator telescope 3 with a scale. Experiments
have been conducted with two magnetic systems (Fig. 44, b anu -): in the
first magnet system the arrangement of magnet poles alternates, and in
the second their arrangement is liniform. The value of the inductance in
the first system amounts to 32S0 gauss, and in the second 4500 gauss.
Results of experiments have shown that for both cases the deviation in
establishment of the '3 axis relative to the position calculated by
reversing points does not exceed ±30"; however, the damping force in the
first system is more substantial than in the second. Evidently, this
is linked with the fact that in the first magnet system additional
induction currents arise which are connected with the changing direction
of the magnetic field, while in the second system this field remains in
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a constant direction. Fig. 45 illustrates the difference in the damping
of the -G oscillations with both magnet systems: curve 1 is drawn for
the magnetic system with alternating poles, and curve 2, for a system withuniform axTangement of poles.

0.

r /- 3

Fig. 44: Damping of azimuthal oscillations

Key: a. Kinemat'- diagram
b. Magnet ring with alternating poles
c. Magnet ring with uniform pole arrangement

1. Torsion element 5. Light source
2. Sensitive element 6. Magnetic protective
3. Telescope screen
4. Sensitive element 7. Copper cylinder

mirror 8. Magnet

Location of the magnet system near the gyroscope unit can't help
but effect the equilibrium position of an oscillating system. The influence
of the magnetic field of the dampeT leads to displacement of the zero
point of the torsion element. Graphs of the change in zero point of a
torsion element for different situations are given in Fig. 46: curve 1 --

magnetic screen absent, curve 2 -- a monolayer magnetic screen is used,
and curve 3 -- drawn for the case of use of a three-layer screen. The
displacement of the torsion element zero point (KNT) is set forth on the
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i2ig. 45: Graphs of attenuation of azimuthal oscillations of a
sensitive element

SKey: a. Ordinate, angle turned by sensitive element in
degrees

b. Abscissa, time in minutes

1. Graph for i•agnet system with alternating poles
S2. Graph for magnot system with uniform pole arrangement

ordinate, and on the abscissa, the dtpth L to which the copper cylinder
sinks in the air gap between the poles. A negative value of L means that
the copper cylinder is located higher than the ms3netic ring. Dependence
of the displacement of the torsion element zero point on the depth to
which the copper cylinder sinks in the interpole clearance is difficult
to explain by a basic law of an ideal damping system. It is most likely
that all of this is connected with the presence cz ferromagnetic impurities
in the copper, as well as the transfer of ferromagnetic dust from the body
of the mahnet to the copper cylinder, remaining after its manufacture.

An experimental model of gyroscope was used with kinetic moment
Hu2000 g-cm-sec, a magnet system of 6 magnets, a copper cylinder (purity of
copper 99.9997%) with a diameter of 120 m and thickness of 1 a. The
following data were obtained as a result of experiments:

-- time to quiet the 43 oscillations -- 8 min;
- mean error of the se-.ies of measurements -- ±40";

-- mean error of individual measurements -- !70";
-- total time of measurement (including setting up, starting, stopping)

-- 19 min.
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Fig. 46: Graphs of change in zero
position of the torsion

• = element

Key: . Without magnetic shield
2. One-layer magnetic shield
3. Three-layer magnetic shield

Damping of the oscillations of a gyrothodolite sensitive element
frees the operator from the necessity of cnducting continuous observa-
tion of the gyroscope. Another feature of a damped gyrotheodolite is
the possibility of carrying out the measurements on a mobile base. Con-
ditions for operating a gyrotheodolite on a mobile base are its mounting
on an automatic horizontal leveling platform and frequency correlations
between linear acceleration of oscillations and the damping frequency of
the oscillating system (see Seztion 2, Chapter I)

The frequency of a gyroscope system o must be substantially lower
than the frequency of change in linear acceleration and azimuthal turning

E of the base.

In conclusion, we return again to the structural diagr=m (see Fig. 42)
and evaluate the influence of gyroscopic moment Hw8 on the azimuthal move-
ment of a gyrotheodolite. Using this diagram,we obtain the following
relation:
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(117)

The numerator of the fraction is an operator description of a double
differentiating link. In view of the fact that gyroscopic moment HwB
has a constant value, its product will equal zero and, consequently,
angle a' --1Il equal zero. This testifies to the fact that gyroscopic
morn-at Hw9 does not introduce an additional azimuthal displacement of
the gyrotheodolite measuring axis into the scheme under discussicn.

I
41
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Section 6. Automation of Gyrotheodolite Zmerations

Gyroscopic orientation is connected with the execution of a number
of measuring and computing operations, such as orientation in the local-
ity, preliminary orientation of the gyrothxeodolite, determination of the
equilibrium position, calculation of the geodetic correction, and cal-
culation of the instrumental correction. These operations are distinguished
by a great diversity, and automation of several of them is an independent,
complex task of modern geodetic instrument making. They are concerned
specifically with development of automatic systems for sighting and reading of
angles in the horizontal and vertical planes [6]. Therefore, only questions
connected with automation of direct measuring operations by the gyroscopic
parts of gyrotheodolites are considered below. In the first place, automat-
ic determination of the equilibrium position of t oscillations should
be considered. One of the versions of solution to these problems is damping of
gyroscope oscillations- However, this version is connected with application
(i a moments of external force to the gyroscope and, technically, to attain
such a position that stabili.zed or constant components of the moments are
completely abse,,t from the composition of dampii.. moments is a complicated
problem. Therefore, damping methods known at present cannot be used in
high-accuracy gyrotheodolites, for which the meth ds usually applied for
calculation of equilibrium position using results of observation and
measurement of the characteristics of sensitive element oscillation, are
abandoned. A principal scheme of a mechanism for automatic calculation of
the q3 equilibrium position of the pendulum gyrotheodolite is given in
Fig. 47.

The angulzr position of sensitive element 1, transmitted by use of
mirror 2, is determined visually by using automatic collimator telescope 3
aand autonatically, by using photoelectric telescope 4 :24]. A linrar-effect
photodiode, which generates an electrical sigual propo7tional to trie an1le
turned by the light beam, is located in the focal plane oC tel3scpe 4 for
transforming the light energy reflected by mirror 2. This signal exercises
control over motor S, which moves frame 6 and telescone 4, which is mounted
on it. The system for moving telescope 4 is constructed in such a manner
that, when the light beam reflected from mirror 2 coincides with the optical
axis of telescope 4, movement is stopped. rhe moving part of electrical
movement sensor 7, which is shown as a potentiometer in Fig. 47 a, is con-

W nected kinematically with telescope 4.

Inductive elements can be used as movement sensors, but R variety of
potentiometers, especially with corrections, are quite useful for practical

L employment. In the latter case, accuracy of operation of the system iusder
consideration is attained by scanning the anguiar amplitude of the gyto-
theodolite sensitive element oscillation over the entire winding of the
potentioneter. The output voltage of displacement sensor 7 is fed to in-

t
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Fig. 47. Scheme for automatic calculation of a gyro-
theodolite sensitive element oscillation equilibritm

position:

Key: a) kinematic diagram S) motor
b) oscillations of a sensitive 6) reducing gear

Clement 7) angle sensor
c) correlation of areas 8) theodolite telescope
1) sensitive element 9) integration mechanism
2- sensitive element mirror 10) reversing point
3) automatic collimator telescope indicator
4) photoelectric automatic collimator

ttlescope

tegrating mechanism 9. In view of the fact that the initial setting of
theodolite 8 is approximate, it actually is necessary, in operations with
the yrotheodolite, to calcuiate exactly the error in orientation of theo-
dolite telescope 8; therefore, the slider of potentiometer 7 is set in the
position in which its output voltage equals zero. 'rhen, as a result of
integrating the voltage from the slider of potentiometer 7, while the gyro-
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V scope unit is operating, we will have a certain voltage value, which is
proportional to the angular divergence between the LM oscillation equilib-
rium position and the direction of the optical axis of theodolite telescope
8, that is, we will have a voltage proportional to the desired angle of
divergence.

The dotted line shown in Fig. 47 b is a regular sinusoid, and the
solid, a curve obtained from the results of readings with the instrument.
If the gyrotheodolite is set up in some direction OZI which does not coincide
with the direction of a true medidian, but is close to it nd, with the

-gyroscope motor cut in, only three reversing point reading. are taken, the
angle to which it is necessary to shift the goniometrical part of previously
oriented theodolite 8 can be determined (for simplicity of discussion, we
shall conditionally take the instrumental correction A=0).

Direction OZ will coincide with the direction of the true Meridian only
in the event that area LNrj is equal to the sum of areas AKL and NCQ (the
areas necessary for comparison are determined by integration from readings
of the three reversing points A, B, and C). If the equality indicated is
not observed, OZ does not coincide with the direction of the true meridian.
As long as point 0 is unchanged (this is the point where the instrument is
standing), the difference among these areas:

S - . + SJVCQ)

S- depends simply on the deviation angle of the directions under consideration.
rE• 'This comparison of areas does not require special proof during undamped

"sinusoidal oscillations. However, it is easy to show that such a comparison
of areas can be made during damped oscillations. The following argument is
conducted tcward such a conclusion.

SAlthough the decrease in amplitude of oscillations during damping takes
place according to the exponential law, the damping taking place in one

A • period may confidently be taken as linear, In such a case, the difference
between the area bounded by the undamped sinusoid and the areas bounded by
the damped curve has a linear dependence (Fig. 47 c), where T is the period
of oscillation of the sensitive element, h=kT-E sT -- see (77).

Let us prove that, if S1+S4+S=S2 +S2 , the damping of oscillations does

not affect the difference in areas subject to comparison.

From Fig. 47 c , it follows that:

S2 == kT2 _

t S. --1
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Substituting the values found for the areas, we obtain,

kT2 + 4T2- _ T2 k72 k•2

.12 .2 U; _ + _

or

kT2  kT2

4 -. 4

which wa3 required to be proven.

In order for the integrator output current obtained to be proportional
to the unknown angular correction, the switching on and switching off of
the integrator must be accomplished at perfectly defined instants of time.
Such instants are the reversing points; for example, the instant of switch-
ing on is point A, and the instant of switching off is point C (see Fig.
47 b).

Determination of the moments for turning the integrator on and off,
that is, its control, is accomplished by mechanism 10 (see Fig. 47 a),
which may be an electrical or a mechanical configuration. There ,will be
a common tachogenerator in the electrical configuration of this mechanism,
which will give a zero voltage value at the reversing point instant. The
mechanical type is a small-moment, friction clutch with a moving electrical
contact, which gives an electrical signal to integrator 9 at the instant
motor S stops, which corresponds to the reversing point.

The mechanism under discussion for automatic calculation of the gyro-
theodolite sensitive element equilibrium position permits automation of the
measurement process for finding the direction of a geographical meridian
using a gyrotheodolite. The accuracy of the calculating operation is im-
proved here. Thus, photoelectric telescope 4 has a measurement error or.
the order of 1-2 angular seconds, at the same time as the visual aethod
gives an error of 4-6 angular seconds. Determination of-the instant of
arrival of a gyrotheodolite at th, reversing point in the mechanism under
discussion is carried out with an accuracy of 0.7-1 angular seconds, while
in the visual method it is several seconds. Use of such a rechanism is
particularly advisable for gyrotheodolites with a small period of orcillation,
in which it is difficult to insure the required accuracy of reading the
reversing po'int by visual methods.

Some oi the methods cited above for determination of the sensitive
element oscillation equilibrium positionway also be autto-mated. In this
regard, the simplest solutions to the problem may be found in methods of
automation which use time as a measurement parameter, using a time-impulse
reading method,
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In finding the zquilibrium position --. setting i- on the linb of
the theodolite, it is necessary that this result be transmitted for further
processing.

In this case, the best solution may be to provide coding systems, the
use of which makes it advisable for all calculations to be carried ouir by
a digital computer, into which the constant correction for a given location

iz of gyrotheodolite can be introduced beforehand. The result obtained from
the calculator is a value of the angle to which the telescope must be
shifted in order for the angular measurements on the terrain to be the
directional angles. If the connection between the gyrotheodolite and the
digital computer is not broken off, the latter can check the observers'
measurement operations and then print out all angles sighted in cipher
form. The computer in; inertial surveying equipment [S8] solves such, a
volume of calculations in an exemplary manner.

E -1
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APPENDIX

Rating Plate Data for the Gi-B2 Gyrotheodolite

Technical characteristics

A. Gyrotheodolite

Telescope

1. Objective free aperture 45 mm
2. Exit pupil diameter 1.5 mm
3. Magnification t.•f the telescope 30 x
4. Field of view 1"121
5. Resolution 3-S"
6. Distance measuring coefficient 100
7. Focal length 240 mm
8. Near focusing limit 2 mm

Limbs Hori? Vert.

1. Scale diameter 132 mm 68 mm
2, Value of a division 20' 20'
3. Reading microscope magnification 27 x 42 x
4. Value of a micrometer division 1" 1"

5. Micrometer "Ren" 1" 1"

6. Mean square error of a division on
the horizontal limb 1"

Levels

1. Value of a division on the 16"
horizontal rirg level

2. Dimensions of the
horizontal ring level 12 x 52 mm

3. Value of a division on the
vertical ring level 20"

4. Dimensions of the
vertical ring level 12 x 52 mm

Gyrotheodolite electrical illumination

1. Automatic collimato-: illumination
Lamp type designation 2674
Lamp voltage 12 v
Lamp power 3 watts
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S2. Limb illumination
- Lamp type designation 7563

Lamp voltage 12 v
Lamp power 3 watts

3. Tracking system illumination
Lamp type designation 7563
Lamp voltage 12 v
Lamp power 3 watts

B. Optical pluobline with circular compass

1. Optical plumbline depth of field from 0.5 a to
2. Optical plumbline telescope magnification 4.25 x
3. Telescope field of view 60201
4. Accuracy of centering above a point 1 -m
5. Value of a circular ccmpass division 1e

6. Precision of compass return 61
7. Value of a circular level division 6'/2 mm
8. Dimensions of circular level 15 x 6 m

S9. Value of a cylindrical level division 1.5 No
10. Dimensions of cylindrical level 10 x 44

SC. Electrified illuminated marker

I. Mean sighting error (with Gi-B2 telescope)
By day, from 3 m to 3000 m *2"

By night, from 3 m to 6000 m ±1.8"
2. Lamp type designation 7575

Lamp voltage 12 v
Lamp power S watts

3. Greatest eccentricity of the illuminated
marker relative to the theodolite vertical
axis 0.2 mm

4. Height of the mark above the thendolite
horizontal axis 300 mm

S. Illuminated marker weight 0.25 ka

D. Semi-conductor t•riode transformer

- 1. Power supply voltage 12 v *1 v
2. Power requirements (excluding thermostat

and illumination)
When starting (2 min) 60 watts
In operation 13 watts
When stopping (over 1.8 min) 6 watts
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3. Power output
When starting 25 watts
During operation 8 watts4. Operating voltage output 3 x 30.5 v ±0.12 v/30 minS. Operating frequency 416 h7 t 3.2 x lO-hz/*C6. Efficiency fuctor 65%

7. Installed thermostat power requirement
at surrounding temperature of -400C 20 v8. Energy requirement for one measurement 1.2 ampere hrs
(by hand tracking)

9. Tracking system power requirement 0.2 ampere hrs10. Transformer electrical illumination
Lamp type designation 7563 2692 6984Lamp voltage 12 v 12 v 12 vLamp power 3 wattsl.2watts 1.2 watts

E. Weight data

1. Gyrotheodolite (less sensitive element) 9.5 kg2. Sensitive element weight 7 kg
3. Weight of gyrotheodolite together with

case 32.5 kg
4. Reserve sensitive element with case 12.5 kg5. Accessories in chest 16 kg6. Tripod we;ght 7.5 kg7. Tripod together with cover 12.5 kg8. Three stakes with caps and covers 6 kg
9. Transformer weight 13.5 kg10. Transformer in case 21 kg
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Gyrotheodolite Accessories and Spare Parts

No. Name Quantity

Gyrotheodolite in case

1 Instrument No. 00000 1 each
2 Moisture absorbing unit 2 "
3 Covering maAe of synthetic uaterial 2 O
4 Screwdriver 1 "
5 Objective cap 1 it

6 Certificate 1 cy
7 Spare gyroscope 3 ea
8 Tripod 1 "

9 Cable 2

Accessories in case

10 Operating instructions 1 cy
11 Diagram of fundamentals
12 Asseably diagram
13 Log book 1 ea

Upper shelf
14 Optical centering device No. 000 1
15 Electrified illuminated marker 1
16" Middle shelf 1 "
17 Thermometer 1
18 Screwdriver 2
19 Brush 1
20 Wrench 12/9 1
21 Storage battery cleaning appliance 1
22 Rubber lens hood for automatic collimator 1 "
23 Spar* compass needles 3"
24 Blade case 2 "

2S Blades 8
26 Pins 2"
27 Ocular presm 2"

28 Spare light bulbs 20
29 Flannel 1
30 Plumb with cord 1

31 Lubricator 1
32 Pocket flashlight I
33 Hamer with cord I "

34 Rubber lens hood for eyepiece 1

35 Automatic collimator illuminator housing 1
36 Sclar lens hood 1 "

37 Daytime illuminating device 1

I. -131-
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38 Rubber brake membrane 2 ea

39 Tweezers 1 "
40 Flat broaching file 1 i
41 General purpose pincers I

42 Screws 10
43 Elastic 10

44 Illuminated marker lightbulbs 4 "

4S Lower shelf
46 Carriage 1
47 Plumb devic.. 1

48 Transformer in case 1

49 Transformer 1 "

SO Storage battery clamps on cable 2
51 Transformer lamps 30
52 O.7a fuse 10 "

53 Sa fuse 10 "

Results of Laboratory and Field Trials
Conducted by the Manufacturing Plant

1. Theodolite part constant (Al) and its changes

No. 000 000 Date Time Magnitude of
(change) A 1

Change in A 1 due to shaking 11/18 10 hr 00 min 0"

Change in A due to refrigerating
to -30*C 11/18 14 hr 00 min +3"

Magnitude of A 1 after an operational
sequence consi3ting of 9 operations 11/27 16 hr 00 mm 90005'52"

2. Sensitive element constant (A 2) and its changes

No. 000 OOC Date Time Magnitude of(change) A 2

Change in A 2 due to shaking in two
operational sequences consisting
of 6 operations each 11/18 10 hr 00 min 0"

Change in A 2 due to refrigerating
to -30*C in operational sequences
consisting of 6 and 9 operations 11/18 14 hr 00 min 1211

Magnitude of A2 in an operational
sequence consisting of 9 operations 11/27 116 hr 00 min 3S9 0 S9'12"
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3. Gyrotheodolite constant A = A1. A2 , its changes and mean square error
in its determination

No. 000 000 Magnitude i Mean square erroi A
I (change) Before test After test

Change in A due to shaking in 2__

operational sequences consisting Oof 6 measurements each 0" _+3.WI 0.0"
Change in A due to refrigerating to

-30*C in operational sequencesSconsisting of 6 and 9 operations +2" t4 *5.4"
Magnitude of A in an operationa2

sequence consisting of 9 operations 89056'04" i5.4"

4. Test of zero point slippage (test of free oscillations in the course of
30 min).

No. 000 000 Slippage Magnitude of slippage
___(in scale units)

S+ 0.4

5. Gyroscope motor heating test (slippage of average values of oscillations,
- excited by the motor in the course of 2 hrs)

No. 000 000 Slippage Magnitude of slippage

6. Errors in angle measurement with the theodolite part

Magnitude of greatest deviation from the mark. Mean square error
tl 71.7 11.91t ,1.7"1

Automatic Tracking System Characteristics

1. Tracking error in the case of an optimal magnitude of amplification:
At -40:C and amplitude of oscillations *30°,not exceeding *30",
At -20 C and amplifude of oscillations tl0¶,not exceeding *1S".

2. Reproduction error in automatic tracking system, 10".
3. Sensitivity of photoresistance at t*C+20*C.
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Resistance in the dark Resistance under illuminsa-

Right 10 megoh '- joat 200 lk x

Left 10 megohm 14 kg on1

4. Change in the output voltage depending on the angle turned by the
sensitive element

- I -3100"1 -1 30"1 'tot ±,31 30

UO-141 +0 v +2.7 v 0 v -0 v -0 v

1 [Terms not known.]

Certificate for Gi-B2 Gyrotheodolite

Theodolite
Theodolite number ....................... No. 000 000
Theodolite correction constant ........ A1=90*0S'S2"
Gyroscope asseribly
Sensitive element number ........... No. 000 000
Sensitive element correction

constant ............................ A2z35950 '12"
G rotheodolite correction

constant (Fig. 48) ................... A =A1 +A2 =90°05,S2,,+
3S9*50'12"=A =89°56,04"1

Free oscillation period ............... T=1 min 18 sec

SFig. 48: Diagram representing the instrumental correction of a gyrothleodolite
SKey: a) north b) gyroscope moment vector
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coefficient "C" (in angular sac)

I (always negative)

. . .. .
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APPENDIX 2

Table of Gyrotheodolites

Explanation of the table:

I. Instrument , code number of which is enclosed in a rectangular frame,
has explosion-proof configuration.

2. Characteristics denoted by an asterisk symbol (*) are of an orienting
nature.

3. The accuracy indicated in the table corresponds to the certificate data
(factual accuracy, obtained in several investigations and published,
may be a little higher).

Pendulum gyrotheodolites with supporting liquid!3

Technical characteristics _3 A1Wv.B MW• MYf3 W.;..

_ __e ofmnfctr 9 t 11 1954 10591
Country - cP (1p r cccp

Accuracy (angular sec) 60 60 90 10

Period of oscillationsi
(*no60*) (muin)30 . 0

Weight data on complete sets 500 640 250

Form of sensitive element Gyroscopic sphere

Method of centering Electromagnetic

Dimensions of the torsioneII
element (mm)

Kinetic moment tg-r-m sec). -103' 1 15 3 0
Electric current supply Through liquids

Footnotes I I I
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[Continuation of table from previous page]

TIp.- CCC MCI CCPI i-I C.P,4*' 41 P
2 .1 $0 •0 W) . .'.3?.1 •-

F _ _ _r ,r._• I •u•i .uv• ;, _

-~ __ j~)I

00 1.I.ij 12 .z 5 1% 7

Pi 195 7 5 91 W, i1-5 7 - C 0

MA Cylinder Cylinder

On a pivot nn a torsion elementI .I - -.
° 1 , o.,,.3.

4 4 11[0 2 .- 3.7

Through liquids

-A G -3 T oo

2) USSR

3) Federal Republic of Germany '
S " 4) 1MG

s) AG

K -_

1 The optical telescope is comon to observation of the q3 and terv-ain

features.
2 A pneumatic gyroscope motor is used for explbsion proving.
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Pendulum gyrotheodolites with torsion suspension in air

Technical characteristics

PDate of manufacture k Iwo 1%3 1363

Country :P1r CUA- DHP CCCP

Accuracy (angular soc) 20 10 20 10

Period of oscillation
-(min) (at a latitude 60") 6 9 1 II

Weight data for complete set CID 6.O
_ Q 91. _ , I. . _--•

Dimensions of torsion [0,.03 o.r3'* 0,37L DM1 ,03. * 0,0.5

element (ma) ISO 1) _

Kinetic moment (g-cm sec)'103  3,7 2 4.3 10, 23

Type of system for tracking twisting of -- 3bcx. -- 'oT

twisting of the torsion , IU.1097C3.

*element ,.ec___

Weight of oscillating system
(kg) 1.5 , S 1,25

Electric power supply 100 = .30 8•:V
400 v:i.. hi 416 upt|
80 VuA *.' 4

Number of revolutions (rpm).10 3  1 24 24 23

lay
Electric current feed•e

Foetnotes

1 Zn determining the equilibrium position by the "passing" method,(while the

alidade is fixed), the period of oscillations is 2.5-3.5 min; there is
a mechanism for ascertaining the amplitude of oscillations of the LG by the
l iquid short time damping method.
"he measurement is accomplished with two rotor positions and, therefore, does
not require introduction of the instrumental correction.

3 Manufactured by Fennel Co. for military purposes (Kleingerlt) [43].
4 12 min--total time of measurement.
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[Continuation of table from previous page]

MM R1 1 A %Ii*i)I A -7 220 TIA

"+.1(43 ]iJ41.;': 1*..*2 •-•:,
__ __ _ * _ _ __ _ _ _ _

20 -10 62 6*0 I0 ;

' 70.62 0.112 :

0, * O.G 0.15 0.11:1

193 1O j• 115 • 11C)'

S_ _ _ ___'.

1100

1.7 3,7 2 .3

0,S 1,5 ! ,.'r 1,.25
- I

QUvok I+t,-J qvi-al io) ;

'3 2;

it) 1 73 -175- i

Key: 1) developed by GIMRADA 7) electromechanical
2) Federal Republic of Germany 8) photoelectric
3) USA 9) electrical damping until oscil-
4) Hungarian People's Republic lations are quieted down
S) USSR 10) spiral ribbon
6) Geran Democratic Republic 11) mercury 12) ribbon
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Gyroscopic attachments (to a theodolyte) with torsion suspension of the 13U- -H OKI O I 0- I TI-
Technical characteristics Tk.2 TI OAK.I 01.Ct 01.0 Tl•.4

I I

Date of manufacture 196 9 196-3 .10M 19%5 1%71
*) 7Y >3)B'p

Country 4Pfr 14PF LL u Biiu. ipBp 4(Pi'

Accuracy (angular sec) 60 .30 25 30 G0 30

SPerkocdof -oscillation at ...... 8 - - -

latitude f'60* (min) 8 7 0

Weight of gyroscope attachment 2 -,-(kg) _ _ .... . . ... . ... . . .. . ._________

Dimensions of torsion element 020,4 04 0M04

0.02 0.05 0.03

Kinetic moment (g-cm-sec).10 3  2 2 1.2

Oscillation damping I-

Number of revolutions of

the rotor (rpm).10 3  . 24

Electric power supply 1 34- 34
115 1 15 r .34 a 34 8

_ _ 399.) zq 400 tq 410 vq 300 gtq
Wsight of oscillating system - . x __00 - - -

(kg) o.ss

Electric power supp-fy I-)-I -___ ___ __________1__

Footnotes 
cui

1 There is a mechanical braking system for establishinRsmill amplitudes of
oscillation of the 13.

2 A double image prism is used in the optical telescope.
3 The time for complete measurement is shown instead of the period of oscilla-

tion; '13 oscillation is quickly damped and the gyroscope spin axis is
brought to the rest position.

4 Gyroscope assembly is located under the theodolite (gyroscope attachment).
S Cylindrical q3 in a supporting liquid, centered on a pivot.
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G;-C- 0-D'- TK-5 I . U ,4lfIlh. N.SK TK% ; . .

-I Y I I %VsC

NO? • rir M : I 17

201.01 10 .2(1 1%o lI:n lio cei ..199!J

. . . I _. _ _
=7 6 15 1 !97 1

Fit 15, -4,5-

01.4 004 .1 I
0,(02 0.02 0,02 1 iLI - -- I I

,I i - -

4.3 3 .115

R .41 v( 1:00v

LK

Ke::y:,. 1. Fed.:Rp- o.fGe.a I q u

4- 22 Beli0 spi ib
3Ie10 I+ 3•. I -:'1 :lP),.,, I 'I

cI4) Belgiumn~ - - sp- a -ibbo

3) Hungarian People's Republic 9) with tracking system

S) USSR
Se,) ail
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Two-degr6es-of-freedom gyrotheodolites and other instruments, for determining
tihe direction of I meridian

Technical characteristics I__^___) ______

Date of manufacture 1958 1900 1962' 10I63 1957

Country ) i )
CIIA CWA CWA CWA1 Anrý;,n

Accuracy (angular sec)
120 60 20 10 15

Time for one measurement -- ..

(min) 30 X 20 10 20,

Weight data (kg)
50 70 55 9,5

ai5)
Cta.•l.naofl Ocnl it

Support Characteristics can izo, KIc campn1

nuom t P" I1.11r .

Kinetic moment (g-cm sec).103 2

ba-m-in~ I0g

Footnotes

IReferences to literature in the book are given in square brackets; numerical

values for the instruments are calculated.
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Key: 1) "Eybl" 9) England 15) corundum axis on
2) "Orientor" 10) USSR sapphire bearing
3) small gyroscope 11) Italy 16) air
4) LITNO 12) Fed. Rep. of 17) vertical torsion
5) Vibrogiro Germany vector R
6) KD 13) Gyroscope model 18) torsion suspension
7) TKD 14) steel core on 19) accuracy, 30"
8) USA sapphire bearing 20) liquid

21) device for measuring magnetic declination
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